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The Rockland Oazette was established ‘
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was the first city in Maine to have Christmas lights or that this
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of
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a
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of
recovery, Mr. Taber s address at Har. _ ’
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1.30 P. »L
an action brought to recover for the J
ness and The Consumer, first attenDevotions, Rev. Charles A. Mar * death of a horse which the defendant the Knox Bar; brought by Clarence
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n
being
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to
the
fact
that "The
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H. Thomas of Camden and Norman
•let the bugles sound the truce ■♦* staller. High lights of State Con
tention, and will impress all with its farmer ls the foundation of all prohad hired of the plaintiff for use dur E. Fuller of Camden. Mr. Thomas
ot Ood to the whole world forvention. by Mrs. Edith Richards.
clear thinking, Its absolute fairness gress, because food, fiber and shelter
••• ever.—Charles Sumner.
••• Music by Mrs. Mabel Squires. Rev. ing the haying season of 1937. The is a Imason and he brought suit for a
and its very evident purpose to mo- , are the essentials of any civillatlon.
balance due him for repairs on Mr.
►•••
••• •••
•• •• Frederick W Smith, address. Medal work was interrupted by a violent Perry's
billze the rural energies of America The farmer's calling is so broad that
house amounting to $40 60.
contest.
thunder shower, following which the
in support of a fair-minded, gener he must enter all other fields of
A balance of $66 10 was sued for by
horse became 111 and subsequently Mr. Fuller, who is a carpenter, who
ous. national program of recovery, ln activity. He Is America's greatest
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The Census Bureau has reported
in the foundation of our boasted
must make a contribution.
Perry, ln turn sued Fuller for an al
an increase in Maine's population in fendant's negligence in not protect
A careful reading of the address civilization, and fittingly appeals for
1936 despite a decrease in the num ing the animal from the rain was leged breach of contract. Perry
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
good with their schools as he did Indicates at once the fact that the “well-paid labor, improved working
ber of births and an increase in the the direct cause of the illness. The claimed that under an oral contract;
Oeorge A. Bragdon, principal of in teaching. Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon writer has by no means lost his faith conditions, higher standards of living.
death rate by comparison with the defense contended that the shower Fuller agreed to remove old partiNorth
Haven High School, who has and son. James, carry into their new in America's future, but has the cour Increased purchasing power, and
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The occupants of the court room
new front hall and the new
cn farms continued to decline dur
support of governmental projects that' distribution, all combining to create
ing 1936 although the decrease was were entertained by an exchange of, dining-room with knotty pine panel- I
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Counsellors
KNOX HOSPITAL AUXILIARY : vllle for the plaintiff suggested to the
challenge the wisdom of their con- Again optimistic for the future, Mr.
425 Ms'n M.
will conduct a
jury that Shakespeare describes down to the floor timbers and rebuilt
Rockland, Me.
i tinuance; very clearly indicating Taber expresses thc belief that the
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MANSFIELD GOVE STORE
Around the significant heading.' method will be found better than
retorted that Shakespeare
also a beam in the living room ceiling and
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"Recovery's Great Quadrangle.’’ Mr. strikes and lock-outs, the destruction
wrote "Much Ado About Nothing" ana lw0 bepjns ln vhe dining-room
Taber points out in true, prophetic 1
property or the closing of fac' which was perhaps a more fitting ceiling in such a manner as to insure
fashion the Interdependence of all torles' as a solution of labor troubles;
quotation in the case at bar. An- solid construction, and build a clothes
classes in the United States, espe- a^ ^he same time finding a method
other laugh was occasioned when de- dosrt out of the front lia.ll and a
dally as producers and consumers, so that labor can receive its dividends
fense counsel in argument referred china closet out of the dining-room.
and says with a great deal of truth:— out of prosperity, the same as stock
to the plaintiff's horse as having and change tire location of the en
trance
to
the
cellar
stairs
so
that
it
There is no one-sided approach to holder and management."
liven its three score years and ten
The fourth factor. The Consumer,
, recovery. National stability and reand that death was a result of its would not come out of the diningcovery must rest on the broad foun- rnus*- always be taken into conslderadvanced age. The jury returned a ; room, that he would lay a new floor
dation of the eternal realities of at'on *>y The three other groups, inasverdict for the defendant.
] *n the new front hall and a part of
American life. Prosperity depends niuch as hls willingness to buy, or to
....
1 a floor in the dining-room and patch
Auspices
on the happiness and the welfare of j
(Continued on Page Eight!
the floor in the living-room where
VINSLOW-IIOLBBOOK POST, A.L.
An action was brought by Hattie ! Iiecessaj.y. that ,he Bgreed to properly '
DANCING 9 TO 1
B Bennett, Administratrix of the finish all woodwork and to paint and
estate of Nathan Bennett of Cam- repajnt where necessary so that the J
den against Albert B. Sturrup of compjeted work would be satisfactoryj
Worcester. Mass, to recover for the to the plaintiff.
George A. Bragdon, who retires from prinCDCC
$25 CASH DOOR PRIZE
; death of Mr. Bennett, who lost his
cipalship of North Haven High School to
Perry' claimed that the contract !
f lYlX
75 OTHER DANCE PRIZES
J life in a motor accident at Camden, I p,-jce was $300. but at the request of
become superintendent.
TURKEY AND CHICKEN BEANO
has been settled out of court. Oscar , j^,.
advanced and paid to —...---------------------------------------------- 1
—•
OLD AND NEW DANCES
11-PIECE ORCHESTRA
H. Emery of Camden appeared for him J336 07 but that puller has re- jUSt been elected superintendent of, field the best wishes of an appreciaADMISSION 50 CENTS
I the plaintiff and Charles T. Smalley
133-135
j the schools of North Haven, Vinal tive community.
(Continued on Page Three >
for the Defendant.
the human touch In this world
haven and Swans Island, came to •' Tts that
counta.
The touch of your hand and mine.
■ North Haven three years ago with Which
Through the kindness of Miss Vit- son—and has made several small
means far more to the fainting
Mrs. Bragdon and young son. James. Thanheart
trici Carini this paper is able to pub apartments ln her home.
shelter and bread and wine;
“We have a large living room with
They were entire strangers in this For shelter Is gone when the night ls lish today extracts of a very inter
o'er.
all new furniture and new stuccoesting letter written to her by Mrs.
11 1 1 ’ ' ‘‘
community, but during the time they And bread lasts only a day.
Gut the touch of the hand and the
effect walls, with an electric kitchen
Carrie Williams Fowler, formerly of
here, they have madc
sound ot the voice
The U. S. S Cruiser Vincennes, cruiser is expected to join the fleet: )lave
at one end of the room (folding doors
Live on ln the soul alway."
the
Central
Maine
Power
Company
s
on the West Coast.
1 many friends.
close it off from the main room); a
twice reported damaged by sabotage,
Prank
Beverage
staff, and now located ln Salt Lake
Two months ago a piece of steel j
wall bed. two closets and a nice new
North Haven, Nov 10.
The approach of cold weather prompts the \\ ater
is here for its final acceptance trials. dropped into the cruiser's reduc-| Mr. Bragdon has proved himself
City.
not
only
a
fine
teacher
but
an
upright
—————
! "When we arrived." writes Mrs. bathroom. The kitchen is really
Rear Admiral H. L. Brinser heads tion gear causing considerable dam
Company to urge its customers to heed the following
A
new
world
’
s
egg-laying
record
for
Fowler "apartments here were at a adorable with steel cabinets, ironing
man
in
all
dealings.
During
his
resi

an inspection board of five which age. A month later an investigation
suggestions:
closet, garbage chutes, and every
p
i will survey the cruiser s performance.! board examined damage to a gener- dence here he taught a class of Sun all breeds was made recently by a premium, as the farmers come ln to thing neat.
pen
of
white
leghorns
from
Oregon,
the
city
for
the
winter;
but
we
now
Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
,
, ,.
...
| ator which resulted from a closed day School boys, to whom he gave
"For this place we pay $37,50 a
I Upon completion of the trials, the
petcock
entered in the central New York have a lovely house in a section where
order and accessible at all times.
the best there was in him, not for contest. The pen of ten hens laid streets run up hill and avenues cross- month and it is a bargain. They think
[------------------~ | No findings on the alleged sabotage
pay but for the good of the boys.
Be sure to know how the shut-off works.
3082 eggs in 51 weeks.
ways. The landlady is a lovely per- nothing of $75 a month for apart
have been made public.
ments here. There is nothing much
A
traveling
case
was
presented
to
The destroyer Dahlgren is acting
Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
under $50 although there are 500
as oil supply boat during the trials. him Friday night by a group of
apartment buildings in the city.
bursting from freezing of water.
friends. While he is sorry to leave
“I went on tour as soon as I ar
4. The metered consumer is reminded of his re
i This year, the smart thing is to use the school, he feels that it is a step
rived and covered Utah. Colorado.
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
Personalized Holiday Greetings. Make upward, and like most good teachers,
Wyoming, South Dakota, Idaho, Ore
your selection now—while all lines he said he would, in all probability,
gon and perhaps that ls all. In Col
Large Truck Load $4.00
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.
are complete; you will find just the
orado I was so nervous riding that I
have made a change next year.
6 to 8 ft. Trees, 35c each
sentiment and design you wish, for
pulled the zipper off my gloves! On
North Haven residents regret to
the modest sum of $1 which will buy
the U. S. Route 50 one goes through
from 16 to 50 cards depending on the loose him as a teacher, but they arc
Monarch Pass from Grand Junction,
132Thl38
TEL. 292-R OWL'S HEAD, ME. quality. Ihe Courier-Gazette.—adv. still to have him as a superinten
Col., to Pueblo, Col., on dirt roads
133-135
dent, and they know he will make
that look 1% cars wide, and in round
ing the corners one looks down over
sheer 6.000 to 7,000-foot cliffs (they
The Pen That Makes Writing a Pleasure
call them “embankments") with not
Editor

THOSE CHRISTMAS LIGHTS

As Defined Today By National Master Louis J.
Taber At National Grange Session

Final Adjournment Expected Friday Night—
Many Matters Being Heard

HE HAS MADE GOOD

Principal Bragdon, North Haven High School,
Advanced To Three-Town Superintendency

IF

ARMISTICE

BARN DANCE

THURSDAY, NOV. 11

CARRIE FOWLER SCARED

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Former Rockland Girl Motors Over Colorado
Roads, With Oblivion Below

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

VINCENNES ON THE COURSE

BANKING
BRUSH

CAMDEN 5 ROCKLAND WATER El.

ROSE HILL FARM

AYKR’S

It doesn't seem as though we were going to have
any cold weather—but really, we feel sure it is go
ing to come, and come soon. And, oh, boy, when it
does come won’t those Wool Mackinaws and Ski
Coats of ours feel good.
ZIPPER JACKETS .................................................. $2.98, $3.75, $4 98
MACKINAWS ............................................................. $5.00, $6.00, $7.50
SKI COATS ................................................................. $5.00, $6.50, $7.50
HUNTING COATS ............................................... $7.50. $10.00. $12.00
HEAVY UNDERWEAR—UNION SUITS ..... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $3.75
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
75c, 98c. $1.98
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS
$2.00. $3.00. $5.00
WORK PANTS ................................. . ................................ $1.50, $1.98
OVERALLS ................................................................ $1.00, $1.35, $1.75
LACED LEG PANTS .................................................. $2.25, $2.85, $3.00
FLANNEL SHIRTS ......................................... $1.00, $1.75, $1.98, $2.50

We buy only High Grade Goods. If you have anything that is
not strictly No. 1. please return and get your money back. Isn't
that fair?

WILLIS AYER

d

M

Friday-Saturday Only

(Continued on Page Seven)
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BY POPULAR REQUEST

/
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YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and listen to aome music at least onoa
a week The loss ot these tastes Is a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.

WW
This certificate and 59c entitles the bearer to one of our Genuine Indestructible $5.00 VACUUM FILLER
This Certificate Is Worth $4.41

SACKLESS FOUNTAIN PENS Visible Ink Supply. You SEE the Ink. A lifetime guarantee with each
pen. Sizes for ladies, men, boys and girls. This pen -fi.will not leak, blot or break.

HEREDITY
A soldier of the Cromwell stamp.
With sword and psalm-book by hls
aide.
At home alike ln church and cam|p;
Austere he lived, and smile less died.

Al
THE NEW PLUNGER FILLER-VACUUM
ZIP—ONLY ONE PULL AND IT'S FULL
This PEN holds 200", more ink than any ordinary fountain pen on the market! You can Write for Three
Months on One Filling! No Repair Bills. No Lever Filler! No Pressure Bar Every Pen tested and guar
anteed by the factory to be unbreakable for life. Get yours NOW THIS PEN GIVEN FREE if you
can buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS! This Certificate good only while advertising
sale is on.
• INTRODUCTORY OFFER—Tills Pen will be $5.00 after Sale.
135*11

Also $1.50 Pencils to Match Above Pens, only 29c

C. H. MOOR DRUG CO.
PRESCRIPTION
SPECIALISTS

ROCKLAND, ME.

DRUGS. CIGARS.
SODAS

LIMIT

3 Pens to
Each
Certificate

I

Back in the Gay Nineties, Orville Wood's buekboard was an Important
factor in social affairs. In the above picture we see the late Mr. Wood in the
driver’s scat, ready to start away, presumably on a picnic, with a group of
happy passengers. Among them were Mrs. Charles Lovejoy, Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver B. Lovejoy, Mr. and Mrs. George T. Stewart, Mrs. Margaret Benner.
Mrs. Elmer Davis and Luther L. Smith. See lf you can identify, and if you
i ran furnish the names of the other passengers.

But she. a creature soft and flne—
From Spain, some say. same say from
France:
Within her veins leapt blood like wine—
She led her Roundhead lord a dance!
In Frantham church they He asleep;
Just where, the verger may not know
Strange that two hundred year should
keep
The old ancestral fires aglowl
In me these two have met againTo each my nature owes a part;
To one. the cool and reasoning brain
To one, tbe quick, unreasoning heart. '
—Thomas Bailey Aldrtch,

Page Two

n

plant in connection with his summer
duties at Hatchet Mountain Camps.
• • • •
A series of bridge parties will etart
immediately to be held in the tower
room. Mrs. David L. McCarty will
be chairman of the first party.
• • • •
Motorists attending thc revival
services have not yet become aecus-

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Blessed ls every one that feareth
the Lord; that walketh in his ways.
—Ps. 128:1.

A SONG WE SING TODAY
PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES IN YOUR

The Mercy Of God
President In

Thanksgiving

Proclamation Asks Us To
Humbly Acknowledge It

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier- Gazette, Thursday, November 1 I, 1937

OLD KIT BAG
Pack up your troubles in your old kit bag.
And smile, smile, smile.
While you’ve a lurifer to light your fag,
Smile, boys, that's the style.
What's thc use cf worrying?
It never was worthwhile, so
Pack up your t» cobles in your old kit bag,
And smile, smile, smile.

.
--- »■
In a Thanksgiving proclamation
Tuesday, President Rooseved said
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
f
that “we have no selfish designs
FEB. 21-26
>
j,-.
against other nations."
ft
In the formal statement that Presi
dents issue annually designating the
last Thursday in November as a day
of National thanksgiving, Mr. Roose
velt said:
“A period unhappily marked in
The series of private dances by the Hart who in turn notifies Mr. Southother parts of the world by strife
young people will be resumed Nov. : ard. Thereupon the large steel door
and threats of war finds our people
20 ln the tower rocm. The young 1 in the northeast boiler room wall is
enjoying the blessing of peace. Wc J
folks showed their good taste by epenee? and the two doors into the
have no selfish designs against ether
omitting a dance on Nov. 13. due to main lobby are likewise opened. Im
nations.
the fact that the revival services were mediately a strong current of warmed
“We have been fertunate in devot-,
e-e
being held in the auditorium. The fresh air is difused into the audiing our energies and our resources to |
Saturday night service this week is ■ torium but so gently through the four
constructive purposes and useful Thursday is Armistice Day and its Staple:. and prayer by Chaplain Cordue to the church greup offering use widely separated doors that no draft
works. We have sought to fulfill o'Or > cbservance in Rockland will have spe win H. Olds.
of the hall on Armistice r.ight to I exists. If and when the ushers find
In
the
evening
there
will
be
a
bal!
j
obligation to use our national herit cial significance due to the fact that
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L.. a ges-I the least chill apparent, a word brings
age by common effort for the com the American Legion will dedicate a in the Community Building, with
music by an 11-piece orchestra, and iture meet;r-S general public ap- on several minutes of song during
mon good.
which the two huge blowers are opersquare to the memory of Col. Walter a de luxe beano game with turkeys Prova!
“The harvest cf our fields have
....
ated and quantities of heated fresh
H.
Butler,
the
Post's
first
commander
as
prizes.
been abundant and many men and
The Pall Flower Shew cf the Gar-' air poured Into the room, the clean
The square, or rather triangle, is
women have been given the blessing
! den Clubs next Tuesday will utilize1 air being drawn cver a nest of pipes
of stable employment.
located at the Northend. being
the tcwer room and the sunny Wes', containing steam under small pres“Let us therefor on the day ap bounded by Broadway, and North
room in addition. It is expected that' sure.
pointed. forego cur usual occupations
. • • •
Main and Cedar streets. During the With Justice Murray Presid ’ this show will draw flower loversI!
end. in our accustomed places of wor
Methebesec Club mets in the tower
)
from
a
wide
area.
ship each in his own way. humbly ac past summer, through the initiative
ing—New Entries To the
....
room Friday afternoon.
• ■ • •
knowledge the mercy of Ood from of the Rockland Garden Ciub. the
Number cf 48
Tcwnsend Club, No. 2. will omit its
Fred
M.
Blackington.
husky ma
whom comes every good and perfect i State Highway Department did thc
____
J meetings of Nov. 15 and 22 in order
gift."
Lincoln County Superior Court that the church folk may use the gician when it comes to doing tricks
necessary landscaping under the dilarge East rcom for the prayer serv min heavy weights, waved his magic
rection of one cf its experts, and the 0Pened Tuesday in Wiscasset
ice preliminary to the big evening wand yesterday, and presto, the heavy
spot was very attractive by setting Jusll'e
p Mur.aj ,.ri.
Other court officials present were service in the auditorium. As yet St einway grand piano was whisked
cut shrubs and flowering plants. It C A. Richards u. Damariscotta, clerk: there is no piano available for the from its temporary abode on the stage
How Tney Would Be Used is an ideal place to bear the name V«:<n M. Hilton af Damariscotta, West room. An upright piano donat to its all time home in the tower
To Exploit Unemployment cf a man who figured prominently " unty attorney. Arthur R. Green ed or loaned, would largely Increase room.
m Rockland's World War history. leaf of Boothbay Harbor, sheriff; the utility and earning power of that
Schedules are in thc making for
Compensation
Thc program Thursday will open Cecil Clay of Belfast, court stenogra- charming rocm.
practice by the High School basketWith thc establishment of a public with martial music by the Rockiand Fher Rev Robert Lee Merry of WisCustodian Scuthard has been put ball teams. Several other groups have
relations department—new in the Clty Band and the address of wel cassct. chaplain; and V. R. Giles of cn his mettle by the huge throng.- requested use of the hall but these
history of State Government—the come will be delivered by Mayor Le Wiscasset, court crier.
attending the revival services. A. must of necessity be deferred until
A new grand jury was empaneled
appointment by Chairman Clifford forest A. Thurstcn.
sample of his ingenuity may be seen permanent athletic organization and
A. Somerville of Thomas J. Kennon Post Commander Levi R. Flint will for service at the term and also at in his plan for keeping the auditorium eapsrvisloa has been secured for The
of South Portland, former newspaper be In charge of the dedicatory exer the May term next year. Harold at a proper temperature. The ushers Building. A persistent rumor is gainman. as public relations officer, and cises and in his remarks will eulogize Achorn of Waldoboro was chosen act as human thermometers ar.d as ing much favorable comment to the
the addition to the staff cf Harold A Col. Walter H. Butler as a soldier foreman. The other members are socn as they sense the room becoming effect that Phil Jones may take over
Department John Auld. Boothbay Harbor; Lester
Cail of Portland, also an ex-news end a Legionnaire.
overheated they notify Head Usher general winter arrangement of the
paper man. are announced. Through Commander Hector G. Staples will H- Barter. Southport; Samuel Bryer.
this department the Maine Unem also talk briefly. Prayer will be of- Boothbay; Evan Chase. Edgecomb
ployment Compensation Commission fered by Department Cnaplain. Rev. Hcnr>' Cunningham. Jefferson: Warwill seek the united assistance of the Corwin H. Olds. The firing squad of rcn J Glidden, Somerville; Ernest
newspapers of Maine, the radio Battery E. 240th C.A.C. will discharge Hatch Bristol; Roland Jewell. Dresstations, and all sources through a volley, after which taps will be c*en: Andrew Lawler, Bristol; Roy R.
which information on the activities sounded. In fitting conclusion, music Marston Wiscasset; W. Philip Munof the Commission and thc workings of the National Anthem will be «y. Wiscasset; Fred L Tukey. Whitefield; William F. Webber, Bremen;
of the law may be carried to em played by the City Band.
Contacts are being made with com- Harlan West, Boothbay Harbor,
ployers and employes throughout the
State. Stress will be placed on the manding officers of the United States The traverse jurors will not report
plan of benefits and the employment Navy in an attempt to add to the until Friday, ‘here being no -court
Armistice Day parade, about 300 men cn Thursday. New entries numbered
service effective Jan. 1.
With this cooperation, information from the two ships now at Rockland. 43
whieh 19 were divorce libels.
County Attorney Hilton had 18
of a guiding and instructive nature If this can be accomplished the paTested and Approved By
will be made available to all parties rade formation will be one of the bound cver cases for consideration
Generations
concerned with the law; to employers finest ever to march on an occasion end at least two days wlll be taken
by the jury to complete its work
making contributions to the compen of this nature.
sation fund; to such employes as
All persons participating in the pa
may need apply for benefits, and rade are requested to be at the Le -Maine sportsmen bought 4527 milikewise to assist the unemployed, gion hail on Limerock street at 10.30. grafory-bird hunting stamps at SI !
through the medium of the State An amplifying apparatus will be in each during the year ended June 30. |
Employment Service, maintained by stalled at the Square, corner of North 1937.
the Commission, in obtaining em Main and Cedar streets.
ployment.
The parade will form in front of the
The program of the department, Legion hall on Limerock street at 10.30
ln addition to newspaper and radio a. m. Armistice Day and under the di
presentations, will be broadened to rection of the parade marshal. Coi.
include every possible avenue of edu Ralph W. Brown, will march in the
cation—the distribution of printed following order:
matter dealing with pertinent facts;
Rockland Band
the preparation and distribution of
Battery E, 240ih C A Regiment
folders and booklets in different
Cars containing Mayor Leforest A
languages for use by all civic groups; Thurston, relatives of the late Pri
assignment of speakers for such vate Arthur E. Winslow and the late ,
groups, if requested, and thc presen Lieut. Albert D Holbrook, and the
tation of talks before employee late Lieut. Col. Walter H. Butler.
groups of the large industries and
American Leglcn Posts of Knox
small concerns as well. Information County.
will also be made available for answer
Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
to specific questions concerning the Post.
Unemployment Compensation Law
3ons of the American Legion.
and its administration.
Members of the Fire Department
(marching).
Other Patriotic Organizations.
Thc order of march will be: Up
Limerock street to Union, to Park, to [
***«•»>
Olen Jenkins Is President of Main, rededication of Winslow-Hol
Z:
■Se '' "ty
Eg?* < v y'-.z,
brook
Square,
corner
of
Main
and
Club Formed At Spanish
Park streets; up Main to North Main,
Villa
to the triangle formed by North Main.
Cedar and Broadway, dedication of,
The Pine Tree Skating Club was
triangle in honor of Lieut. Command
organized Sunday at the Spanish
er Walter II. Butler,
Villa with Olen Jenkins as president: J
At Winslow-Holbrock Square and
Ralph Gray, vice president; Mary
the Butler Triangle there will be brief
Lombardo. Jurior vice president; Es
addresses by Mayor Thurston and
ther Shapiro, secretary; Mrs. Mae
4
Department Commander Hector G
Sistaire. treasurer; K. P. Moran,
press correspondent
Charter members are; Rcse Denimons, Millie Willey. Phyllis Child'.
Caroline Bodman, Lucille Hupper, I
Doris Blood. June Burns, Ralph Skin-1
ner, Frances Willey, Catherine Wil-;
ley Herbert Goodwin, James Smith,
Douglas Crosby, Lester Staples and
the officers.
The first social function will take |
place Nov. 19 at the Spanish Villa
where at 6 o’clock there will be a
box lunch auction, the proceeds to go j
to the club treasury. Members will
appear Saturday night at the Villa,
resplendent in new uniforms. The
next meeting is scheduled for Sun
day at 3 o’clock.

thc tower room may be obtained
an amazingly low price through cout i
tesy of Maine Music Co. This mal
ehlne is highly satisfactory for dan'
music and for the study of music ap |
predation. It is hoped some organ
zatlon or person may become inter |
V • • •
ested in imaking this flne gift to aug ,
The amplifying machine used by I ment the splendid Steinway gran
the young folks for their dances in piano already in the room.

■■■■■BE !■■■■■■■■■

AfebuStek SuncAine Ttutb

FOOD

Serve golden-ripe bananas In name diffeiuit way every day. They are Nature's
biggest bargain in fruit . . . economical,
healthful and delirious. The fresh vitamin
content of these bananas is at the peak
and flavor at thr best. Buy a hand today!

<■>- -RIPE*GOLDEN

fia/nG/MGA
• GOOD FOR CHILDREN
• GRAND IN PIES AND CAKES
• TOPS FOR CEREAL

AT TODAYS LOW PRICE

AMERICASFINEST COCOA
RICH IN FLAVOR

(7toce/i

Pine Tree Skaters

ASK US FOR

BAKER’S

COCOA

America’s Greatest Cocoa Value

2 ONE POUND TINS 25c

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

Federal Inspectors pass on alnut
Iwo-thlrds of the animals killed for
meat in the United States

BAKER’S

248 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

PERRY’S MARKETS

25/

RADIO SALE
The Marjorie Mills Hour Specials

Lindsay Ripe Olives tin 25c
Derby Pigs Feet 14oz jr 25c

Kelloggs All-Bran, pkg 21c
Minute Tapioca,

FOR ROASTING

pkg 11c

Prudence Beef Loaf, tin 23c

BOTTOM
ROUND, lb?

rrudenre Beef Stew, tin 23c
Prudence Lamb Stew,tin 23c

Blue Label Cocktail, bot 23c

ROUND STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. 25c, 29c
CUBED STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 25c
SIRLOIN STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 25c
HAMBURG STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 19c

TIIE HOUSEWIVES/ PROGRAM
Listen Monday, Wednesday, Friday
from 1.30 to 2.00 P. M.
WCSH
And Affiliated Stations

CUT FROM LITTLE PIGS
FRESH OP. SMOKED

CHEESE

SHOULDERS lb

Aged Properly

23/

pure lard 29c

FRANKFORTS.................................................... lb

Every Onc Guaranteed

MINCED HAM.............................................2 lbs

EGGS

PRESSED HAM............................................... lb

BOLOGNA.............................................................. lb

SALTED DANDELION

BACON—Cello Wrapped ............................. Ib

ORANGES
'.juice
DOZ.

LB.

Swift’s Silver Leaf

Shcrt Shark—Well Trimmed—I to 6 Lb. Average

J. A. JAMESON CO.

REAL BARGAIN

POUNDS

Popular Price Quality

Press And Radio

>4

S

BEEF IS
LOWER!

Court At Wiscasset

BAKER’S
COCOA

a

COMPLETE

ARMISTICE DAY FUNS

To Be Featured By Dedication Of Col. Waiter H.
Butler Square—Sailors May March

tomed to the large parking space all
along the western side of the Building.
A powerful light has been installed
there and a surface smooth as glass is
offered Ifor the parking of scores of
cars.

2St

GREENS 2

29c
35c

FRESII NEW

CARROTS

BCII.

SWIFT'S FAMOUS

ALL-SWEET OLEO
2 - 37/

GRAPEFRUIT

WELCH—Lgc. 50 oz. Tin

6 for 25/

Tomato Joice

FRESHLY CORNED HAKE
“ 12/
Freshly Cut FISH STICKS 2 LBS 23/
PENOBSCOT BAY SCALLOPS ARE IN OUR MARKETS

FBNNANHADDIES smoked in Rockland
Imitation Vanilla,

three 8 oz bots 25c

Ib 16/

Kre-Mel Dessert ..................... 3 pkgs 10c

Baker’s Cocoa,............ two 1 lb tins 25c

Soda Crackers....................... 2 lb box 19c

Swans Down Cake Flour ....... pkg 27c

Baker’s Chocolate.......... 1-2 Ib cake 15c

SALT..................... seven 1% Ib pkgs 25c

KETCHUP........................ 2 lge bots 25c

Arrow Bcrax Soap............... 12 bars 25c
OAKl’TlE.................................... 2 pkgs 19c

BANTAM CORN.................. 3 tins 31c

SHRIMP........................................2 tins 29c

SUGAR........................................10 lbs 52c
CLOROX.......................... 2 pint bots 25c

IVORY SOAP 3 cakes 17c
CUT BEETS 2 lge tins 19c
.New Delicious Hot Cereal

pkg 21c

POST-O,

DOLE
Pineapple Spears 2 tins 39c
Pineapple Gems, 2 tins 23c

on two famous food treats

GREEN GIANTBRAND PEAS
The great big tender kind

14 oz. Tins
TINS

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE,
CORNED BEEF,

lb 29c
tin 18c

MAIZ NIBLETS CORN

GOLD MEDAL

Corn-on-the-cob without the cob

FLOUR, 24% lb bag 99c
FAT

TINS

Jewish Herring, 2 for 25c

Cal. Pea Beans....... qt 14c

35c
25c

&

PERRY’S MARKETS
■a

Every-Other-Day
Capt. John G. Snow piloted the
steamer Vamar to Bucksport Tues
day night. The craft was to take on
a cargo of potatoes.
Manager Frank C. Pratt of the
Postal Telegraph office is having his
annual vacation, leaving his debonaire
assistant, Charles Albert Pease, in
control of the wires.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 1-30—Deer hunting season ln sev
eral counties including Knox, Lincoln,
Waldo and Hancock.
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building.
Nov. 12—Appleton—Community Club
beano party at Grange hall.
“ov. "—Republican Ward Caucuses
Nov. li—Tenant's Harbor—Father and
Son banquet at Baptist Church.
Nov. 16—Fall Flower Show ln Tower
room of Community Building
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
fair at Grand Army hall.
Nov. 17—Republican Mayoralty Cau
cuses.
.
Nov.
18—Thomaston—Meeting » of
Parent-Teacher
Association at , Sigh
School assembly hall
Nov. IB (2 to 8 30)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Miss Lenore Ben
ner's
Nov. IB—Union—Grade School fair at
gymnasium
Nov. ib—Knox County Fish and Game

Burglars are already busy at some
of the beaches, notably Crescent
Beach. Tlie one who stole coal from
the Wiggin cottage was practically
minded—if unscrupulous.

The officers of the Orono V.F.W.
Post were installed Monday night by
Department Commander Oliver R.
Hamlin. Tuesday night he performed
a similar function at Belfast.

The officers of Huntley-Hill Post,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, will be in
stalled Sunday afternoon at 2 30
o'clock in the K. P. hall. The officers
of the Auxiliary will be installed at
the same time.

Tlie Democrats will hold their ward
caucuses Wednesday night of next
week and will nominate their candidate for mayor on the following
•n*TiioTnaSton0l<^i m,mber£hlp meetlng I night. The Republican ward cau
Nov. 22—Annual meetlnc of Chamber cuses are to be held next Monday
of Commerce at Temple Hall.
,
night and the mayoralty caucus the
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving
Dec. 2—Edwin Libby Relief Corf)S fair following Wednesday night.
at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational vsstry
Dec. 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid.
Dec. 9-10—Senior play “Big Hegrted
Herbert" at High School audttoriijm
Dec. 10—Hobby Show at Community

Donald Perry, baseball fan deluxe,
is showing envious friends a base
ball autographed by the members of
the world's championship baseball
team, the New York Yankees. It
The automobile registration office was presented to him bv “Barring
ton Bill" Hayes the Yankee scout
will be closed all day Armistice Day.
who was a recent guest of the Perry
family.
News that the Snow shipyard is to
be continued, has had a wholesome
Now that tlie Maine college foot
effect along the street this week.
ball
season has been relegated to the
_____
The W. II. Glover Co. carperiters, moth ball realm the local fans will
are putting new sills and bases into' glue thelr ears 10 their radicS a°d
listen to the major games. There are
the northern store windows of Ma
many good ones the coming Satur
sonic Temple.
day, but the center of attraction will
Edward R. Ladd Ti Rockland was I prcbably be ,he annUaI scrap betWCen
elected a member of the Junior prom 1 Yale and Princet<)n
committee of the Junior class at the
Knox
—,bo aUendeU the
University of Maine Tuesday.
'
Bowdoin.Maine Iootball gam? u,
Orono Saturday will be interested to
^now that approximately 4500 cars
were counted leaving the grounds after
tbe game The writer had the gcod
fortune to be in a car which was so
well maneuvered that it was well out
in front when the vanguard reached
Department Commander H. G.
Bangor.
Staples assists tonight (Wednesday)
at the dedication of the new Amer
The Auxiliary to Winslow-Holbrook
ican Legion home in Sanford, as the , Posl Monday night voted to buy ten
guest of Thomas W Call Post. He memberships in the Rockland Par
is to present Coi. William M. Camp- j ent-Teacher Association; and it was
bell with a life membership and .be- a)5O voted to send $15 to the veterans'
cause of his meritorious service to. the I Christmas fund at Togus and contriLeglon. bute $12 to the child welfare fund.
I A supper is to be served by the auxThe mid-year meeting of the Maine
iliary Saturday night from 5 to 7 with
W“f h€ld ta!i^'Min"nie”smnh'in'charge.
Augusta Tuesday, the sessions being
_____
presided over by H. Nelsor McDougall
Mrs Bbza piummer. Department
president of the National Bank qf president of D.U.V.. visited Sarah
Commerce, who is also president of sampson Tent in Oakland Tuesday,
the Maine Bankers
Association. Tbjs
a very active Tent, having
Present frem Rockland were M. R. twQ
t department presidents among
Pillsbury. Homer E. Robinson. Frank their members. Wednesday night the
W. Fuller. Joseph Emery, Edward Dorothea Dix Tent of Waterville will
J Hellier and. Joseph W. Robinson. bp
by Mk. plummer. Mrs.

Mrs. Belle Bowley died today
(Wednesday) at her home at 289 J
Talbot avenue. Funeral services will ■
be held Saturday at 2 o'clock flea
the (residence.

: Plummer will be the guest of Mrs.
Mrs. Oeorge Blaney. chairman of Maude G Leavitt while in Oakland
wedding gowns for the Hobby S.how, and watcrviUe.
will be assisted by Mrs. G. A. Law- j
____ _
rence, Mrs. Kennedy Crane and Mrs.,
annual meeting of the WomB. B. Smith. In this gowns-of-local-1 pns Republican Club of Maine will
history parade, visitors will see “Little bf held in August,a Saturday, in the
old ladies passing by." Donors mayJ ponjr8gational Parish House. Meetmodel their gowns if they choosy.; 1Dg of
Q0VCming Board at 10
This hobby, no doubt will be one of o’clock. Luncheon at 12.30 p. m.
the highlights of the show, both Aft 75c. Reservations made with Miss
ernoon and evening.
/
Nellie P. Rackliff, Court House. Au
gusta. Mrs. Henry R . Caraway,
Department Commander H. G. president of the Women's National
Staples and Department Adjutant Republican Club will be the rpeaker.
James J. Boyle of Waterville leave Annual dues a:e payable at this
Friday for Indianapolis where they: meeting
will attend a national conference of
Below are added chairmen for the
all department commanders and de
partment adjutants at the National hobby show at Community Building
Headquarters of the American Le Dec. 10. Antique glass, trays and or
naments, Charlotte Buffum; hand
gion. The meetings begin Sunday
made rugs, Dr. E L. Scarlott; shawls,
and will last three days. Monday at
quilts, etc., Mrs. William T. White;
• 11 a. m. there will be a national
historical documents and articles.
telegrahpic
four
sue- Homer E. Robinson; woodworking
.
,.
ceZe
yearsroll-call.
Maine hasFor
found
a place
in the Big Ten and Commander Sts -1
* White. A.1 persons havples hopes that the Pine Tree Slate ** «?**"<*“'
chairman of that class. If you have
will maintain its position there. The
one not mentioned in these columns,
present membership, is 4590, and the
call Rev. C. H. Olds, general chair
year's quota is 7,613. It is expected
that the final figures will show 85 man.

percent of the quota.
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Have a native, milk fed young turkey for Thanksgiving. Now taking
orders. Phone 717-M; or better still,
come up and see those bronze beau
ties. Fred Derby, 407 Pleasant street.
131-136

USED CARS
BOUGHT
AND

A very busy and considerably mys
tified housewife the past few days
has been the un-named owner of
i telephone number 534-R. a perfect
string of anxious persons queried her
about hiring her “ducky apartment.
She finally solved the mystery via
the telephone book discovering that
the “ducky apartment" was offered
for rent by Louis A. Walker, whose
telepnone is 543-R. Tangled types in
this newspaper’s to let column caused
the mixup. “Mystified Housewife"
has found the solution to a mystery
and also had a sample of the effec
tiveness of those little Courier-Ga
zette classified ads.

NATIVE

TURKEYS

I

MILLER’S GARAGE

For Thanksgiving

Fred Derby
Phone 717-M
Rockland, Me.
134-136

CRUSADE IN HIGH GEAR

NASH IS HERE

Evangelists Drawing Great Crowds From Every
where—Music Night, Friday

SEE PAGE SEVEN

A thousand people gathered at the ls the unique character of all time'.''
Community Building Auditorium
Further, Dr. Taylor said that Jesus
Tuesday night to hear Charlie Taylor claimed to do and be things that no
discuss the question, “What Do You other man ever dared to claim.
Know?" Last night was Sunday “Study the Scriptures to find out
School night, and classes from thc what this Man meant to the world
Pratt Memorial Church, the First’ in spite of his intellectual greatness,
Baptist Church, the Salvation Army' Paul still believed that Jesus Christ
and Warren Baptist Church were I was infinitely greater than he. Paul
represented at the meeting. Rev. J.' called Him ‘the image of the in . Sudden Death of Former Ex
Wesley Stuart of the Second Baptist! visible Ood, the first-born of all crca
ecutive Councilor For This
Church, St. George, offered the | tion.’ May God stir your sluggish in
ror! you'ize
Asep!
District
WANT
prayer. Charlie led the choir in sev-i tellects to use the brains He has
My COAT
k smart ,
1
given
you
to
learn
something
of
the
eral selections.
BUT -DON'r
,
i • , .... i
E- Torrey, former member of
9
Council
One of tho special features of each eternal mystery and marvel of Jesus thp
take
from this disdied £Uddenly at hjs homp ,n
service is the playing of Laurie. Last Christ. The more you study Him
//><
night his special selections were the more you come to the exclama- Bar Kflrbor
"Londonderry Air" and his own ar tion ‘That I may know Him, and the
Gov. Barrows voiced the sentiment
rangement of the hymn, "Trusting power of His resurrection’.'
of the Maine people in paying tribute
"Again,
there
is
the
emotional
Jesus. That is All.” The whistling
to Mr. Torrey's "unselfish and untir
and singing of Charlie add much to knowledge of Jesus," said the speaker. ing service to his district and to his
the services. He leads the great au- That Is the knowledge of the heart. State.”
dience by his whistling and can be' Whatever you may think concerning
ill. Torrey, who was 50. was born
heard distinctly in jvery part of the Paul, he was never saved by his in
in Deer Isle, son of the late Judson
building.
People marvel at the tellect. Paul was emotionally con- and Mary E. Tcrrey. Th? greater
beauty and clearness of his voice, j verted. He saw Jesus on the road
part of his life, however, was spent in
He sings his solo at the close of his, to Damascus and from that moment
Bar Harbor. He graduated from the
vigorous sermon. The solo last night, his life was changed, not by a study
University of Maine in 1909.
was “Let Jesus Lead; He Knows the; of Jesus, but when he met Him face
He was affiliated many years with
BE SMART—buy your furniture where you get most for your money JUl/^fFWHITUHE COMPART
Way.”
to face. Every man and woman lives
Free1 C. Lyons & Co., insurance and
. . . visit Bl'RPEE FURNITURE CO. We handle none but the
In discussing the question "What by his or her emotions. Patriotism.
tfc/361 MAIN SJ.#»fck*4
real estate. He became sole member
finest home furnishings .. . QUALITY costs substantially less HERE:
Do You Know?" Dr. Taylor said in politics, domestic life, are but emo- of the firm, following the retirement
tional expressions of the inner man.
part:
of Mr. Lyons this summer. He was
“All men seek knowledge of some But when It comes to religion, men a director in the Bar Harbor Banking
become
afraid
of
emotion.
Yet
Jesus
kind.
Some, for instance, seek
and Trust Co., vice president of the
knowledge of music. Some seek Christ must become more than a Bar Harbor Lean and Building As
Chapin Class met at the Univer
knowledge of science, some of philoso name, a myth or a story and become
sociation, president of the Maine As salist vestry Tuesday night for a
phy, some of law and politics, some a personal Saviour to whom every
sociation of Real Estate Men, chair fish chowder supper, which was fol
of religion. Whatever you study re knee shall bow, if we are to know
man of the Hancock County Chaplet, lowed by a quilt tackir.g. There were
quires application. You do not learn Him and the power of His resurrec
American Red Cross, president of the 28 members and guests present. The
anything well in just a moment. tion."
Frank A. Tirrell Jr. represented
(Continued from Page One)
Mt. Desert Island and Bar Harbor next meeting will be held Tuesday
In concluding. Dr. Taylor said that
Some people read a page of science
Y M C.A.. an executive of the State of night with Mrs. Herbert Hall, Sum ------------------------------------------------- 1 Perry and Gilbert Harmon reprefused to install the proper length fented pufler and Thomas. Incland consider themselves capable of there is a controlling knowledge of Maine Publicity Bureau, a director of
mer street.
discussing science. If you are ever to Jesus. That is a dominating knowl
supporting posts in the cellar and to dentally, this was Mr. Harmon's first
the State Chamber of Commerce, and
know anything of Jesus you must put edge. Here the speaker illustrated
properly install the beams in the case to be tried by a Jury,
a past vice president of the New Eng
his
thought
by
the
engineer
s
control
your life into His hands and study
The Lions meeting Wednesday ceiling of the dining-room or to re- j
• • • •
land Council.
Him, not for an hour ;not for a day, j Of his engine.
noon resolved itself into an oil and pair the ceilings that he and hLs' Kukusti Korhcnen of St. George
Mr. Torrey was a member of the
workmen installed in the living-room Pleaded guilty to operating a motor
but "forever.’’
j “The way to control your life is to
Governor's Council during the en- necktie party, with a rather extra
His text was taken from the words ' put jeSus Christ in the cab of the
ordinary
vocal
solo
by
George
Sleeper
and
tlie dining-room which cracked vehicle while under influence of in
cui.rtency of Ralph G. Brewster, and
of Paul. “That I may know Him , locomotive of your heart and let Him
_ 1 thrown in for good measure. Guests almost immediately they were put up. toxicating liquor and was sentenced
a delegate to the national conven
(Jesus) and the power of His resur- ’ be the engineer. Jesus knows every
were Leslie A. Dyer of Vinalhaven. that the defendant failed to complete to 60 days in jail.
• • • ■
rection.”
' danger signal. He will put on the tionr at Chicago in 1932 and at Cleve George W. Dyer of Camden and Bob tlie painting as he agreed and that
The case of the State vs. Richard
land
in
1936.
Continuing, Dr. Taylor said:
I brakes when there ts a red signal.
He was a veteran of the World V»'ar Allen of Rockland. Tlie speaker was it was necessary for the plaintiff and Economy of Rockland, for operating
“Paul was one of the greatest in- He will control your acts, words, body
Rex Chase, who gave an uniquely his family to complete the same to a /motor vehicle while under the in
and a Mason.
tellects of all time. The vast ma- mjnd and spirit. He doesn't say you
fluence of Intoxicating liquor, was
Mr. ITon-ey is survived by his wife, tcld address on that always fascinat made the premises livable.
jority of us know very little of the won't ever have to go through storm
Mr. Fuller's defense was that there
ing topic the petroleum industry inthree sens. Ouy, Jr,. Norman end Gor
nol prossed.
Man of Galilee, as Paul knew Him. ' and danger, but He does promise you
don; a brother, Fred, of Stonington; timately connected with the lives of was no contract and that Mr. Perry
Knoivledge concerning Jesus Christ Is that « you will surrender your life ,
step.daught(>rs Betty and everybody in the civilized world. ! was indebted to him for a balance of LaPorrest W. Poland of Bremen,
held by three different groups; First to Him He will save you. Intellec
Mr. Chase had his subject down pat. $66.10.
charged with operating a motor
Jessie Ann Alexander.
the intellectual knowledge of Jesus tual knowledge, heart knowledge, ye
and his talk was very illuminating.! The case was submitted to the jury vehicle while under influence of inChrist, which may be merely a not enough. What you need to know
Funeral services for Cecil Hallett, (no pun intended). The Club ls di-at 5 p. m. and they deliberated until tox|catjrlg liquor, was sentenced to
knowledge of the head. A lot of about Jesus is the knowledge' that
gesting some plans for raising money 9.40 before they reported the verdicts pay a tfinc of jjoo and costs and in
20. who died Tuesday night will be
people know Jesus Christ as an his takes head, heart, soul, and all that
|
to complete furnishing the Lions as follows: in the case of Norman E. defauit 0( payment to serve 60 days
held Friday at 9 o'clock from St.
Fuller vs. Charles Adams Perry, ver- j in jai,
torical being; that He preached the you have and puts them into the
1 rocm in the Community Building.
Peter's Episcopal Church.
Sermon on the Mount; that He did care and keeping of the Lord.
diet Ifor the plaintiff in the sum ol
- * • •
things no other man could do. In
$1.10; in thc case of Clarence H
The Jury was excused Wednesday
“My friends of Knox County, do
Courier-Gazette subscribers
on
tellectual people come to the con you want to know something of the
Thomas vs. Charles Adams Perry, a afternoon and ordered to report at
Route
3
find
Richard
Seaman
as
their
clusion that He was a great Teacher, Resurrection Power of Christ in your
verdict for the plaintiff in the sum 9.30 Friday morning.
regular carrier this week, the baby
an ethical leader, a moralist—that life? .-men I beg of you tonight, let | «
of $44.66; in the case of Charles
Q
club but r
Origin of Halloween
But Him have controlling force in your j
He was supreme, superb.
Adams Perry vs. Norman E. Fuller, Final adjournment is exported Fri
A
contributor
in
South
Waldoboro
day night.
Christians know that Jesus was so life from this moment on—and you ing member.
a /verdict for the defendant.
puts the question, "What is the ori
distinct from all other men that you will know Him and the power of His
There will be a public card party gin of Halloween and why ls it ob
cannot compare Him to any other resurrection!"
The time was passed in sewing, the
NORTH HOPE
at the home of Mrs. Addle Brown,
man who ever lived. No man would
28 members present turning the
served?"
Tonight (Wednesday) is to be
Callers Sunday at the J. D. Pease day to good advantage.
dare compare Jesus Christ with Mo- Church Night, but all are invited 138 Maverick street, Friday night
From
thc
pages
of
the
"New
Uni

home were Miss Marian Pease. Mr.
hamned or with Buhhha. Jesus whether they are church people or Play begins at 7.30. Telephone 695-W
Norris Hamlin, milk tester for
versal Encyclopedia" is gleaned the and Mrs. Wn iam Crockett and con?,
Christ was in a distinct class. H. G. not. Dr. Taylor's subject will be for reservations.
Knox-Lincoln Counties was at J. D.
information that "Halloween, or All James and Wi. '&m of Camden and ' Pease's last Tuesday.
Wells, who does not claim to be a “Asleep in Church.” There wifi be
James
J.
O'Hara
has
become
an

Hallows'
Eve, Oct. 31, the eve of All Mr. and M s. Walter Sprowl of 1 Mr. and Mrs E. Donald Perry
Christian states that “Jesus Christ no service on Thursday. Friday eve
Searsmont.
nouncer at station WHDH at the Ho
and children, Donald and Patricia
ning is to be music night, when tel Touraine, Boston, and will begin Saints' or All Hallows' Day which is
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson were
were dinner guests Friday of Mr. and
Laurie will present the following pro his work there Saturday. Mr. O'Hara thc first day of November, takes its recent callers at Willow Brook.
Mrs. A. I. Perry.
gram;
origin
from
the
conversion
In
the
Mrs.
Nathan
Pease
visited
last
was chosen for the position among 12
Chorale,
Bach-Bauer
seventh century of the Pantheon at Thursday at the home of her mother
auditions.
"Sweeten it with Domino
Gigue,
Corelli
Rom? into a Christian place of wor Mrs. Charles Morton in Camden.
Refined in U.S.A.
Sonata.
Scarlitti
Mrs. James Pease and daughter,
A full meeting of the executive ship, and its dedication to the Virgin
Quick icings
Fruits cereals
Alceste-Caprice.
Gluck-St. Saens board of Knox County Chapter. and all the martyrs.
Patricia of Rockland and Mrs. Floyd
and fillings
iced drinks
Moonlight Sonata.
Beethoven American Red Crass, greeted the new
"First celebrated May 1. the date Hir.ckley of Connecticut passed last
• Seng Without Words, Mendelssohn field representative Mrs. Cecelia was subsequently changed to Nov. 1, Thursday with Mrs. Annie Pease
; Shepherds. Hey!
Grainger Walsh at an afternoon session Tues and under the designation of Feast and also called on Mrs Walter Sprowl
“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
Perpetual Motion
Weber day. Matters of general interest to of All Saints, set apart as a general in Searsmont.
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Mr. Taylor will give a short ad- the work of the chapter were con commemoration in thelr honor, and
The Rebekah Sewing Circle was
! dress.
THURS.-FRI., NOV. 11-12
sidered and it was voted to engage a as such retained by the Anglican and entertained Wednesday by Mrs. An
Matinees 2.30
nie Pease and Mrs. Nathan Pease.
second nurse to relieve the pressure American Episcopal churches.
BORN
Evening at Eight
“Hallowe'en seems to be a relic of
GREELEY—At Knox Hospital. Nov 4. cn Miss Steele. The work has^grown
FRED WARING
to Mr and Mrs Robert Greeley, a untnil it Is a physical impossibility for pagan times, or perhaps of mediaeval
ln
daughter. Patricia Ann.
one nurse to begin to cope with the superstitions. It was regarded as the
GORDON
—At Vinalhaven. Nov. 3. to
“VARSITY SHOW”
Mr and Mrs William Gordon I Thelma demand
time of all others when supernatural
Polk) a daughter. Sheila Anne.
influences prevail, and as a night
SATURDAY, NOV. 13
MARRIED
At the meeting of Blue Bonnet
Matinee at 2.30
which was set apart for a universal
THOMAS-HANSON—At Vinalhaven. Nov. Troop of Girl Scouts, Monday after
Single evening shows at Eight
walking abroad of spirits both of the
6, by Rev Arthur Leigh. Byron D. B
Thomas of Vinalhaven and Elsie Han noon . Dorothy Trask and Harriet visible and invisible world; for on
JEAN PARKER
son of Woburn. Mass.
Clark gave instruction on soap carv
DOUGLAS MONTGOMERY
this mystic evening it was believed
CARTER-JACKSON—$t RocklanJ. Nov.
and EDITH FELLOWS
7. by Rev. Herman R Winchenbaugh, ing. A discussion on lobsters proved that even th^ human spirit might de
(Child Star in “These Three”)
Thomas Carter and Marjorie Jackson, Interesting and plans were made for
tach itself from the body and wander
both of Rockland.
in
MESERVEY- ACHORN— Rockland. Nov. a food sale to be held at thc Senter abroad.
Halloween seems clearly
“Life Begins With Love’
6. by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. [ Crane store. Saturday Nov. 20. Work
allied to the ‘Walpurgis Night' of the
Frank Meservey. Jr., of North Apple- , , ,
- - Achorn
- ■ 1 is being done on posters, prizes to Germans."
of—
Rockton and Mis Jessie
SUNDAY, NOV. 14
land.
be awarded on exhibition day. Tlie
Matinee 2.30
Single evening show nt eight
members are to go on a Like, Satur
DIED
BARBARA STANWYCK
day of this week, under the leader
LONG COVE
BOWLEY—At Rockland. Nov. 10. D.
HERBERT MARSHALL
Mabel, widow of George Bowley. Fu ship of Mildred Ferrin.
in
neral Saturday at 3 o'clock from resi
Mr. and Mrs. George Banford and
D&H Anthracite lias the draftdence. 299 Talbot avenue.
“Breakfast For Two”
CARD OF THANKS
HALLETT—At Rockland. Nov. 9. Cecil
Mr. Banford's mother. Mrs. Blanche
Hallett, aged 20 years. Funeral Friday
Wc wish to acknowledge our most
obedience and flexibility that
Benefit Performance
9 o'clock from St. Peter's Episcopal grateful appreciation for the many acts Johnson of Massachusetts, are hero
Church.
of kindness shown us ln our recent be on a vacation.
makes it tlie ideal fuel fur change
MON.-TUES., NOV. 15-16
reavement.
Matinee
A B Stevenson. Mr. and Mrs H. D
Ida Harjula, Ina Anderson and Ina
IN MEMORIAM
able weather. Ease of regulation
Stevenson. Mr and Mrs. C H Thomas.
Single evening show at eight
Jenness Robbins
Dudley Gould, Mr. and Mrs A B Mahonen visited Sunday at Mrs. Ed
ANN SOTHERN, JACK HALEY
In sweet and loving memory of our Stevenson. Jr
win
Stein's.
and unusual purity make il most
dear son and brother Jenness. who
in
passed away on Nov. 10th. 1934
Victor Johnson of Rockland spent
economical because il lakes less
“Danger—Love At Work”
"And memory has made lor him
Ihe weekend with his parents, Mr.
A bright place set apart.
For our dear one who has crossed the
fuel Io give proper heal.
and Mrs. Charles Johnson.
bar
Stays closest ln our hearts "
Mr. and Mrs. George Shaw and
Father, Mother, Sisters and Brother.
Mrs. Shaw's mother, Mrs. Gertrude
Searsmont.
•
Eor prompt delivery—
Coltart. are in Rockland for the win
CARD OF THANKS
ter after spending the summer at
We wish to thank nil of our friends
Mrs. Coltart's home here.
nnd neighbors for thelr kindness nnd
beautJul floral offerings during our
Mrs Addie Erickson who had em
recent bereavement; also the Auxiliary
I and Baptist Ladles Circle.
ployment at McGee Island, has re
Bernard Teague, Mrs. Inez Libby.
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE SERVICE turned home.
Dances at the Long Cove hall have
9
Ambulance Service
CARD OF THANKS
been resumed. Music by Rawley.
I wish to thank my many friends foe
ROCKLAND, ME.
519 MAIN STREET,
all the acts of kindness shown me during
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Harris made a
my recent Illness. My birthday was
made very happy by tbe many cards
TEL 662
business trip to Milford, N. H., recent
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLANDl and
gifts I received. It was all deeply
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
119-tfl appreciated.
ly; also visiting relatives in Fitch
98tf
■Wilma C. Rhodes.
THE SOuL FUEL FOR
COMFORT
burg and Maynard. Mass
Rockport.
’

ROCKLAND NASH CO.

Tel. 334-61 Park St., Rockland

Guy E. Torrey

OfNGS

tMUX”BVJIPEE FURNITURE CO.

DR

rr
OFF

COURT NEARING AN END

WE WANTERKNOW!

WALDO THEATRE

for Chilly Weather
Order.

D&H Anthracite

BURPEE’S

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Russell Funeral Home
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a woman friend went out nights for
a good lime, that they came home
late, bringing men with them and
that the men remained nearly all
night.
Grateful Users of RO-MARI
“THE LAST GANGSTER”
"The actions were terrible." said
Tell Relief from Suffering
she, in telling thc story. "I remon
Arthritis. Sciatica. Neuritis, and
Other painful ailments resulting from
strated with her next morning, but
over-acidity every year claim more
she said one had to have some pleas
victims. Now. from the British Isles,
where it has been prescribed with ex
ure in life.”
cellent results by eminent physicians,
“I did not tell Harry." says the
comes a new scientific formula spe
Under the hill, out of sight of the sopped another handkerchief in the
mother. ‘I felt it was best not to.
cifically designed to strike at the house, on the old Feyler farm in1 drug placed it over his face and
CAUSE of these crippling conditions.
for I fel; sure that he would find it
Sufferers all over America are finding North Waldoboro, there is a Urge fieath l^ulted.
cut
in time and that would be better
RO-MARI i from Great Britain) their
that she had suffered so much from
first real relief from stiffness, pain, rock. Some folks refer to it a. a hu
an<J negl#ct fQr
than for me to tell him."
and invalidism caused by arthritic
In her story of the crime O'ive
"huge boulder."
Around It the grass charged that he had many love af-1
troubles.
C J . Yonkers. N Y . writes: "I am cer
Adams made much of the fact that
grows rank and the rail fence which fairs, thatshe had reached a point
tainly better than I was before taking ROMARI and am enclosing check for $10 00 for
her husband invited tlie girl. Dorothy
encloses it is •beginning to show where she could stand it no longer.[
two more bottles." Mrs J O . Columbus. O .
to their house to eat and she sent
says "Please send me another bottle of ROsigns of decay.
By plav‘n« up these “«*»<» of the
MARI. I feel so much better. Have been ln
her away. The mother's version of
terrible agonv. Please send at once."
„
, ..
.
case public sympathy was aroused
If vou suffpr from Arthritis or Sci
Now and then a soft-spoken wo- .
this is very different.
for tlie frail young woman, as 1
atica or some allied ailment caused by
"Olive." she says, "asked Harry to
over-acid conditions, you owe it to man, kindly of face, who shows Mrs Adams was described by the
yourself to trv this scientific British
invite Dorothy to the house for din
i
traces
of
great
sorrow,
walks
down
writers
which
resulted
in
the
proseprescription that has helped so many
ner. He did so. but when he and j
others Por sale here exclusively by
j to tlie fence; looks upon the rock J cuting attorney recommending the .
Dorothy arrived. Olive had taken the I
CHAS. W. SHELDON, CO.,
] through tear-dimmed eyes.
| acceptance of a plea of manslaugh444 Main St.. Koekland
boy and gone away. It was a part j
She is the mother of Harry Emer- IW. winch was done and she was
SANFORD PHARMACY, Sanford
cf her plan to compromise them
son Adams, brilliant young meteoro- sentenced from one to ten years.
both."
) logist whose death eight years ago
Olive S Adams did not serve all
Mrs Nellie Adams makes it very
startled and held the attention of the years of her sentence. She was
Vinalhaven & Rockland
clear that she does not hold Dorothy
Hanford and the State of Connect!- paroled. According to Mrs. Nellie
'tewart Rose Stradnet, Edward G Robinson in
Collins at all responsible for the do
Steamboat Co.
cut for weeks.
Adams, she went to another town '
"The Last Gangster'
mestic troubles of her son but that
This
rock
was
a
Buddhist
shrine
under
a
changed
name,
and
has
since
,
ROCKLAND
she blames them all upon the wife.
which Harry Adams arranged on the re-married.
She agrees that Dorotliy had fallen
As a happy-go-lucky fighting buckaroo. Smith Ballew, radio's greatest
farm and lt, with his son, Ananda.
* * ••
She remarries,
He
Gangland and penitentiary life his name.
in love with her son and that he singing cowboy, sings as he rides into blazing adventure to thc tune of whist
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
now about 18, are all she has to reThrough the ordeal of the investi- roaring newspaper offices in big emerges into a new world and
unquestionably loved the girl, but
Service To:
mind her of the boy she loved and gation and the trial Mrs Nellie
through a series of dramatic develop-|she declare, tha. boUl of them re. ling bullets and flying fists, to win the heart cf lcvely Ceselia Parker (insert
cities,
and
(romance
in
the
country
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, still believes ln.
Adams mother of the dead man. re- 1
ments works out hls own regenera- spected the marriage vows and would left, with Ballew) in Zane Grey's “Roll Along Cowboy."—adv.
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
are mingled in a dramatic plot m
The
murder
of
Harry
Emerson
mained
silent.
She
did
not
tell
her
tlon.
SWAN’S ISLAND, .AND
have done nothing to harm Olive
| Adams was one of the strangest cases story, did not make public what she 'The Last Gangster." in which EdUnlike real gangster pictures. the
FRENCHBORO
Story Adams.
' ln recent years whichever way you knew of the family affairs of her ward G Robinson conies Friday and story deals with the motives and
FALL SCHEDULE
"But." 6he says, “it seems a pity,
study it The method of the killing, son.
Saturday.
emotions of a criminal rather than
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Harry could not have met Dorothy
by the use of chloroform, was so
It was not until a short time ago
James Stewart Rose Stradner. bis actions. Edward Ludwig directed.
A. M.
P. M.
earlier."
glamorous
A vicious riot in a prison mess hail,
9.00 Arr. Rockland.
. Lv. 2.15 I unusual as to make it a big story, that, seated in the living-r ion of »r:e Metro-Goldwyn-Mayers
To show her friendly feeling for
15
8.00 Arr. North Haven, Lv. 3.25 | Then there was the angle of Budd- farmhouse on the Feyler place, home I discovery from Vienna. Lionel Stand- a grim trip in an armored prison car
3
7
8
1
2
4
b
Miss Collins she explains that thej
7.00 Arr. Stonington.
Lv. 4.35
hism, It being claimed that the of her ancestors for many genera- er and others of note surround details of prison life, workings of
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island. Arr. 5.10 dead man was a convert to that faith, tions, in North Waldoboro, she told America's "Number One Gangster newspaper olfices. gangland hideouts correspond regularly and that, when
10
II
9
Read Up
Read Down
ever she can. she goes to see her.—
On top of that was his wife's claim this story to the writer. Her story Star' in the new drama.
and other vivid scenes provide the
i lb 17
'
love I By Sam Conner in the Lewiston
14
12 IT
VINALHAVEN LINE
15
that he had been living a double life put a new and different complexion
"The Last Gangster" deals with background for the central
Journal.
A. M.
P.M. i It was Just the sort of acase tomake
upon the case.
the downfall of aa gang overlord theme es enacted by Stewart and
ii
ii
20
19
IS
9.20 Arr. Rockland.
Lv.2.15
I
To make the application and force trailed by the "G-Men." jailed on an Miss Stradner. the latter playing the
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.20 a sensation.
NORTH HOPE
• • • •
of Mrs. Adams' story clear it is neces- income tax fraud indictment and im- gangster's disillusioned wife, the for111-tf
24
2b
27>
25
New York newspaperswent to it sar>' to tell the story of the life and prisoned for ten years during which mer a newspaper man who befriends
The old willow tree which helped
I
30
27
100 percent. They sent writers death of Harry Emerson Adams.
5 time his wife changes her identity to her and with whom she finds happito furnish a name for Willow Brook ■
photographers, artists, sob-sisters—
His mother was a native of North save their child from the disgrace of ness in eventual marriage, -adv.
il
Farm went down ln the high wind
34
32 i il
, everybody, to Hartford to cover that1 Waldoboro and passed her girlhood —--------------------------------------------------------—-------------------------------- -—
of Oct. 30. Occupants of the farm
murder mystery. All made much of days there. As a j'oung woman she drank whiskey—homemade by him . ters of a religious nature He read
3b
35
will miss this old monarch which
the Hindu faith phase.
, went to Massachusetts, where she —and ginger ale. He took five drink.' much on the subject and it was this
was centuries old and under whose
^7 38
There was no question but what it married. Harry was bom in Stough- and she two.
reading which led him to study the
40 Ml
39
wide spreading branches four gen •
[was a case of murder. The wife, !ton. Mass., but the family moved to
About 10.45. she said, they danced Buddhist religion.- Confucius and
erations of Perry's have played.
4i
Mb
44 i 45
43
(Olive Story Adams, confessed that, i Stoneham. Mass, when he was very in the room to music which came other old religions.He found much
Mrs. R. I.. Coose and daughter
, while her husband slept a sleep pro- ycung and it was there that he grew by radio. After that he retired, first in them that was good."
..i.
Mrs Donald Smith of Searsmont
47
49 i 50
•
4o
Harry, so she explains, talked these
duced by the use of chloroform, she UP and waa educated. The day after telling her that he guessed he would
motored last Thursday to Rockland,
—
his graduation from High School he have some of the "perfume." as he things over with her and made it
53 i 54
accompanied by Mrs A. I. Perry.
51
51
very clear to -her that he still be
married Olive Story, a plassmate. referred to the chloroform,
Raymond Aldus of Searsmont has
with whom he had been in love
When he placed the handkerchief lieved in God and explained that
57
59
5b
58
55
bought the small house just over the
throughout his school days.
wet with chloroform over his face, as ir. discussing the old forms of wor
Hcpe-Appleton town line, formerlyThat w’as in 1917. The young he lay on the bed. he said to her. ac- ship it must be remembered that
feo
bl
bl
owned bj' the late William Brawn
they existed thousands of years be
couple came down to Maine for their cording to the wife's story:
Mrs.
Rena
Gallop,
formerly
of
W
Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
1
honeymoon, going to the old Feyler
“This is the nectar of the gods fore Christ, so could not be in con
j Appleton, who has been critically iil
flict with the Christian religion.
place in North Waldoboro
They I'd like to die this way."
in a hospital in Bristol. Conn., is
We Are Headquarters For Personalized
were there for about two
years
"And I thought," said she in telling In one of his last talks with her ! making gain, toward recovery.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Neighbors who met them speak high- the story, Well here is your chance." ; he said among other things that it
17-Not so much
1-Rambling excursion 50- Large lake
Several
trucks
loaded
with
grave!
With that she got another hand- J was his belief that the Catholic re
: ly of the two.
19-A drug plant
51- Foot-like organ
5-Male hog
pass here daily and unload their car
21- Type of auto (pl.)
52- lroned
9-Fertile spot in a
"They were nice young folks." says kerchief, saturated it with chloroform | liglon was the nearest to the rego at the site of the new girls' camp
22- Guide
54- Greek letter
desert
William Mank, proprietor of the and replaced the other, for he was i ligion of Christ of all the Christian
24-Scarcer
11- Hoisting machine
55- Plural suffix
on the Gribbcl estate bordering
Assorted or All One Design
little store at that place.
sleeping by that time. After a time creeds.
26-To perceive by the
12- River in Italy
56- Couple
Megunticook Lake.
senses
57- Snare
14- Examine
Eventually Young Adams became of waiting she went to bed with him. j In their last talk on the subject of
Frank
Meservey.
Jr.
of
North
Ap

Your Name Printed On Cards
28-Choose
15- Reciine
,
59- Half an em
X i connected with the weather bureau waiting until |morning. when she religion. Mrs. Nellie Adams says.
30-Halts
16- Five hundred fifty
60- Gladness
* and was located In the Hartford sta- called Dr Charles W. Neil. who. ' Harry gave her his views, which sim- pleton and Miss Jessie Achorn of
32-Mineral spring
61- Fog-horn
13- Glrl's name
-Plain Envelopes To Match
Rockiand were married Saturday in
63- River in N. England 34-A gratuity
8 tion, where he made a reputation for after hearing her story which then mered down to the essence that Rockland by Rev. J. Charles Mac
2O-Most beloved
36- Wild ass of Asia(pl.)
64- And others (Lat.
22- The sheltered side
The finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
X good work. His predictions in con- ended with 'ner husband's placing Christ in his talks of The Father Donald of the First Baptist Church.
37- Valleys
abbr.)
23- Comrades
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable prices—
X nection with floods were of such the handkerchief over his face, de- w®s speaking of thc Supreme PoweL Mr and Mrs. Meservey are now on a
38- Epochs
25-The ermine
merit that he was called to the [ cided it was accidental death. Medi- , responsible for the world and the wedding trip to Portland and other
40- Remove the skin
26- Looks
VERTICAL
50 for $1.00 — 25 for $1.00
41-Choicest part of
27- Slant
Washington headquarters of the cal Examiner Dr Henry N. Costello ! life in it; that such |was what the cities.
society
29- Consume
1- Toward
service for a two-weeks' period. for took the same view and issued a followers of Buddha and other of the
Mr
and
Mrs.
Waiter
Bowden
and
42- Short cloak
30- A paper measure(pl.) 2- A grain
21 for $1.00 - 16 for $1.00
! instruction and consultation.
| old religions did and that "God" was j daught<?r. Constance of Camden
certificate of death to that effect.
44-Examines
31- Encloses securely
3- Empioyed
46-Lank
33-Protects
4- Ascends
But for Chief of Police Garrett j as good a name for that power as I
E
p
and chudren
Postage 15 Cents Extra
35-To regain possession 5- French naval base
48- Ascend
Those in the service who knew him J. Farrell of Hartfird, that would any.
Donald and Patricia of North Ap
37-Discourse at length
6- Kiln for drying hops 49- Weird
Don't fail to see our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
predicted for him it great future. have ended the case. He felt that
pleton
were
callers
Sunday
on
Mrs.
52- Ache
7- An Insect
39-So!dier's daily al
ing Cards with the Personalized Appeal.
Our big new
Mrs. Nellie Adams declares that her
They felt sure that he would become the story lacked sincerity and start53- Start suddenly
lowance (Fr.)
8- Musical note
A. I Perry.
Christmas Card Book Ls open for your selection. You'll be
56-To work at with
42- Sign denoting
10- Aver
one of the great weather men of the ed an Investigation, which resulted son was a good boy and a good man
amazed at the apparentlj’ costly cards available in our line
steadiness
11- Produces out of
omission
as
well
as
a
good
husoand.
XI
country.
:
in
the
Confession
by
Oliw
Story
—at prices so low.
58-A vegetable
nothing
43- O» age (Lat. abbr.)
NORTH
WARREN
She
does
not
hesitate
to
say
that
He made no secret of the fact that Adams that she had killed her hus
60-Baronet (abbr.)
45-Bring to a standstill 12- Supplies with vim
lt is her belief that had he not mar
Mabie Crawford is preparing to
he was interested in old religions band,
13- Egg-shaped objects 62-North latitude
47- Wing-shaped
(abbr.)
ried so early in life, but had waited close her home here and move to j
48- Coincide
16-Judges
that he had made a study of them
„
. until he imet Miss Dorothy Collins of the village.
and found in all of them, particularly
(Solution to previous puzzle)
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Such is the story of thia strange Hartford, the young woman toward
5,in Buddhism, much that was good
W. E Mank is a patient at Knox j
! murder as the public got it. It was
WASHINGTON
whom Olive Story Adams, seemed to Hospital.
* Hi ^ad a librarJ on tins subJ*ct in reality the story of the w
ife. the be the (most vindictive in her story,
______________________ — whlch was extensive Bnd valuabIe. ---Mr. and Mrs. Walter Feyler are oc- I Miss Dorothy Counce was a recent
1„
woman who took her husband's life.
and whom she charged with loving cupylng the Grange tenement.
[He discussed the subject with all who
* another sU)ry (hat of
business visitor in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hoyt will move
I
nr.*,
, !mother' Until now- “ has never her husband and having an affair
Miss Louise Linscott was home from
FLORIDA
In the investigation of the case it |
told tQ the public fQr
hafi with him, and then married her his soon to the Oracle rent.
Vinalhaven over the weekend.
life would have been different and
W. E. Mank has sold hls property
was brought out that Adams had
J C. Creighton of Union was a
remained silent.
he would now be alive.
to Solomon David who is now operat- recent business visitor in this place.
1 been addicted to a lively night life.
This story had it been told at the
, ,
....
1 Olive Adams is described by Harry s . ing the business,
1 Entries in his diary indicates that
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Linscott. Miss
time of the trial, might have made! mother as a ..silly.headed ,wtle I
-------[
he
made
whoopee,
but
just
how
much
Bernice and Lloyd Linscott of Hamp
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem In every way.
a great difference, for it puts a new'
VOIR CHILD
thing." She says that she was not
is not certain.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
den were guests Sunday of Mr. and [
light on the tragedy of Harry Em
I For The Courler-Oazette]
too pleased when her boy married,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Mrs. Olive Story Adams, after her erson Adams.
Sweet disposition. you would have vour Mrs. Arial Linscott.
but felt that it was his choice and
j admission that she caused her hus
child.
Fond-du-Lac Chapter, O.ES.. held
"Harry was not an atheist." as she should not interfere.
Pause for $ moment.—Is It not worth
band's death, built up on this. There
its annual inspection with D.D.G.M.
while;
some have claimed , declares the
June
to
Booklet
In the next breath she speaks kind He be tolerant, thoughtful, without Leah Davis of Thomaston as inspect
can be no question of this, as one
October
mother. "He did believe in God!
guile;
on
ly of the wife, the woman who killed Just naturally
j reads stories of the case. She made
start life with a smile? ing officer. Visitors were present from
The last talk I nad with him upon her
Hotel
Application
; much of his affairs with other wom
EAST FRIENDSHIP
If
such
equipment,
you for him decree. Jefferson. Liberty, Searsmont. Wal-1
religious subjects he told me of this
Maselynn
“There is insanity in her family,’ You must be the things you want him to doboro, Union, Beverley. Mass., Lin
en, especially a Miss Dorothy Collins belief.”
Stamfora
she explains. “I cannot help feeling I ch„Xr. dlver,e flrm Nature 0-e„ees. colnville and Thomaston. After the
j of Hartford. It was her tales of this
Comer Second Street
Winfield S. Demuth was home from
DeL C4S,
H. II. Mase
The mother assumes much of the
that is responsible for what she did;. I Is disposition thus trained by degree.
N.
Y.
I
domestic
infidelity
which
caught
the
Inspection supper was served and a Teel's Island the past week.
and First Avenae
Manager
responsibility of the young man's
that it is respopsible for many other Your child needs not a great deal of short program presented.
| ear of sob-sisters and they "played"
Mrs. Walter Townsend of West
interest in the old religions, for. she
Moderate Rates
attention
things she did."
j it to the limit.
Mrs. Helen Bowes was a recent Boothbay has been visiting her sister,
For disposition sweet In formation.
said: “I brought him up to be a
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
It
was
Olive
who
induced
her
husRound
hls
world
of
play
and
Imitation.
So strongly was this
featured that
visitor at the home of Etta Marriner Mrs. Austin Orne.
...» tovtuvu
mav good
j t00k him t0 Sunday |R”’’—
7
O’<d Nature center life's preparation
one writer says of the address of
u ,
,
,.
/ band to go to dancing school and
in Searsmont.
«.
.
school as soon as he was big enough
. .7
be Godlike, patient loving and
Miss Madeline Miller who has em
State's Attorney Hugh M. Alcon in
. . .
... learn t0 dance- That it was she who If youkind.
One hundred members of Knox Po
. ,
and sought in every way to interest
_____. .
.
which he recommended accepting him .
D u
got hlm t0 g0 around 10 dances, be- In your child's disposition, an asset mona Grange met Saturday with Eve ployment in Waldoboro spent Sunday
K a I him in the Christian life. Perhaps 1 oause she did
j.j
you’ll flnd.
at her home here.
not. want......
to live the If you
the manslaughter plea:
be common, loud, vulgar or ning Star Grange, members being
„
, I went further than I should for he
coarse.
quiet life he preferred. Once they
He was not making his usual ar- - ,
.
present from nearly every Grange
Riley Bradford and Miss Ruth
developed a great interest in matSo be your pattern, for child, much the
gument for the death penalty. He j________________________________ began doing so and he met other
within its jurisdiction, also from Lin Bradford were recent guests of Mans
worse.
women, who showed interest in him, Clean environment: sunshiny bright coln County Pomona. Election and field Robinson in Warren.
was Arraigning (Harry Emerson
Olive became jealous, refused to ac
home:
Adams.
installation of officers was completed
Mrs. Frank Miller picked a dan
family hearth: good will all around;
company him and made trouble when A
Lesson ln kindness.—a pet, the child’s in the choice of : Master. J. O. Jame delion blossom Nov. 8.
own;
he went says Mrs. Nellie Adams.
Some time before the Crime Harry
son; secretary, Bernice Jameson;
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Disposition here finds no defects will
Mrs. Austin Orne went Sunday to
Adams found difficulty in getting to
overseer. P L. Ludwig; chaplain,
----------------- ■ ■ rebound.
RATES:
[
West
Boothbay to visit her parents
sleep nights. He began using chloral!
On the occasion of her last visit
—Hattie Tolman Anderson.
Adelaide Norwood; lecturer, Ruby j
Jingle 'l»W»
to Your hotel in BOSTON
[ Mr. and Mrs. Vehnar Cameron.
to
her
son's
home,
Mrs.
Adams
had
I
Allen;
steward,
J.
R.
Danforth;
PoI
hydrate to induce slumber, but, after j
0oubl.,i»-4«*U
Leonard Clark was a Rockland vis
experiences which she feels put a
mona, Ethel Danforth; Flora, Nancy
a time shifted to chloroform. He
All WOOMl WITH |AT«
itor Monday.
different
light
on
the
story
of
the
500
ROOWJ
Ayer; Ceres. Amelia iDornan; assist
would wet a handkerchief with it,
To Flush out Acids and Other
isstT' w«<ldy
Evelyn Orne of Pleasant Point
married life of her son. She went,
ant steward. Dyson Jamison; treas
Poisonous Waste
place It over hls face and go to
PoctnrR Ray your kidneys contain la Miles ol
at his request, to be with the wife
urer, Walter Ayer; lady assistant passed the weekend at the L. A.
sleep. He made no secret of the liny
RADIO
tubes or lilters which help to purify the
steward, Athlene Robinson; gate Burns home.
practice. His comipanions in the blood and keep vou healthy. Most people pass and son while he was in Washington.
SERVIDOR
about 3 pint* a day or about 3 pounds of waate.
This was the time when he was called
TUB’•» SHOWER
keeper, J E. Benner; executive com
Hunters are on the sharp lookout
Weather Bureau all knew it, as did
Frequent or scanty paasages with smarting
burning shows there may be something
there as a result of his work in con
mittee for three years, Albert Goss. for deer and foxes but no big game
his wife. They warned him that it and
Wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
nection with a flood on the Connecti
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
Officers were installed by Deputy Fred has yet been reported.
was dangerous, as did the druggist wnen
due to functional kidney disorders, may
Maxey and assistants.
from whom he secured the drug, but be the beginning of nagging backache, rheu cut river.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Delano of
matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and enercy,
As a result of the experiences of
« NORTH STATION .
W. O. Rogers of Rockland ls spend Michigan were in town recently, vis
he persisted.
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under
*< ITEP-Zreeiyev' TRAIN- ttytv' ROOM
eves, headaches and dizziness.
that two weeks, she says, she made up
ing the winter at the home of his ited Mr. Delano's mother, Mrs. C. N.
On the night of Saturday, March theDon't
wait! Ask vour druggist for Doan's
daughter, Mrs. E. C. Jones.
28, 1929 according to the wife's story, Pills, used successfully by millions for over 4U her mind she would never again go
Lewis and called on his grandmother
years. They give happy relief ami will help the
Alton Hibbert is boarding at the Mrs. Hattie Brown who is in ill
Adams and his wife had dinner at 15 Miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonoua to the home.
waste from your blood, Get Doans PiUa.
HILPS
YOUR
SKIN
Her story is one of how Olive and
home of Carrie Mears for a short time. health.
home .shout 6.30. After that they

WHY ENDURE
ARTHRITIS AGONY!

CONCERNING STRANGE TRAGEDY J

at the strand friday-saturpay

J

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

North Waldoboro Woman Breaks Silence Of
Years To Discuss Alleged Buddhist Murder

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

NOW IS THE TIME!

CHRISTMAS CARDS

THE COURIER GAZETTE

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

HELP
15 MILES OF
KIDNEY TUBES

RESINOL

CAMDEN
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Every-Other-Day
[get OFF

TO A FLYING-START THIS WINTER, by 0. SOGLOw)

VINALHAVEN

RAZORVILLE

Test the Economy
of Fine Tea

Mr. and Mrs. Forest Farnum of
Mrs. Almond Miller and daughter
Old Town who have been visiting
Mrs. Malcolm Winslow have returned
Mrs. Ada Pitman a few days, re
1 from a two weeks' trip to Manturned home Saturday. Mr. and Mrs.
! Chester. N. H.
Earl Preecctt and Harold P.tman
Mrs Roy Arey entertained the
made the trip with them as far as
' Knit-Wits at her home Tuesday
Pittsfield where Mr. and Mrs. Far, night and served luncheon.
SALADA TEA meets every test of
r.um formerly lived.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts
Mrs. Maud Howard. Miss Augusta
have returned from a visit with rela- [
fine quality, and because of its de
R:ss and Edl.h Overlook were in
1 lives in Boothbay Harbor and Lislicious quality and full-bodied brew
South China last Thursday. Mrs.
I bon Falls.
Howard vitited hcr niece Minnie
The junior choir met Tuesday r.ight
you will find a package goes a sur
Rowe at the school and Miss Ross
1 at Union Church for rehearsal
prisingly long way.
was guest a: Martha Morrill's.
Mrs. Fred Coombs and sister Mrs.'
Everett Payson returned Mondfty
Miss Hattie Wentworth spent Sun
from North Haven where they were'
day wi h l.er sister at Palermo ln
guests of their brother Percy Tol
c.mprny wi ll her m::» ,.nd fami’ •
from Rcckland and siller Mrs. Ora
man.
Ripley cf Washington.
Mrs. William Lawry passed Sunday j
i with her sister. Mrs. Chester Dyer
Inspection cf Fcnd-du-Lac Chap
j in North Haven.
ter. CES last Wednesday was large
The So and So's met last Thursday!
ly attended, visitors frcm eight chap
with Mrs. Ray Philbrook.
ters being present ;also D.DGM.
Union Church Sunday School
I.eah Davis of Thomaston.
board met Monday in the church,
Mrs. Ralph Hannan passed Mon
parlor. The session opened with
day with Maud Howard.
prayer by Rev. Arthur Leigh, foi-.
Alton Hibbert, who is in failing
lowed bv a supper after which a busi-'
health, has been removed from Car
ness meeting was held. Teachers
rie Mear s home where he has been
New England's favorite for nearly half-a-century
present were: Rev. and Mrs. Arthur
boarding to Mrs. Pansy Kaiors .
Leigh. Mrs. Frank Rogers. Mrs. Sada
Friends of Mrs Annie Bradstreet
420
Cobb. Mrs. Edward Smith. Mrs Aus
of Waltham Mass . were grieved to
tin Calderwood. Mrs. Arline White,
i hear of her death recently. The
eratlon which he recsntly underwent
Miss Pauline Smith, Miss .Carolyn
SPRUCE HEAD
I funeral was held Sunday from the
MEDOMAK
at the State Street Hospital In Port
Dyer. Harvard Burgess. David Dun
I Stater house In South Washington.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Faulkingham
Mrs L. W. Osier and daugh'. i. land
can. Supt. Alice Whittington and
Morris Powell of Massachusetts Ls
Mr,. Myrtle Collamore of Waldo- of Bakers Island Light were recent at his farm here for the present.
Alice, spent several days recently
Sec -Treas., Louise Burgess.
with Mrs Osier's sister. Mrs. Lin bero has been at hcr home on Keene overnight guests of Mr and Mrs I Mrs Jenn.e Humes spent Sunday
Fred Batty.
N ck for a few days.
wood Timberlake in Rockland.
w.tli her mother Mrs. Carrie Clark.
Thomas-Hanson
Mrs.
Verge
Prior
and
mother
v
r?
Miss Virginia Drinkwater was a
Mr. and Mrs G. Hallowell cf AuA pretty home wedding took place
NORTH WASHING ION
vlsltor Monday at the home of her gusta were visitors Sunday at Ed
Saturday night when Elsie Hanson Rockland visitors Saturday.
ward Light's. Mis. Hallowell re
Mrs. Astor Willey passed the a.i-kmother. Mrs. L C. Elwell.
of Woburn. Mass., was united in
Elbridge lenfest shot a deer re
mained for the week with her sister
Eugley
lr.
marriage to Byron B. Thomas of this end W1'h Mrs. Clarence
Mrs. Frances Newhall entertained
cently on "The Gore."
Mrs. Bowman.
town. Rev. Arthur Leigh, pastor of i Waldoboro.
Donald Cunningham and parents, the Bridge Club last Thursday night
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prescott. Mrs
Mrs.
William
Winchenbaugh
of
Union Church performed the single
Mr. and Mrs F. W. Cunningham at her home In Rockland. There
RICH BECAUSE';
ring service. The marriage was sol Dutch Neck was recent guest of Mrs. visited Sunday at the home of Mr. were two tables, honors going to Maud Gleason. Mr. and Mrs Pitman
and son Harold and Mrs. Edith Over
emnized at the apartment of the L. V. Castner.
Mrs. Newhall. Miss Ethel Holbrook
IT COMES FROM
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Honk cf Wal and Mrs. R P. Morang in Orland and Mrs Margatet Carr. Luncheon look attended the Trinity Union
newly-weds on Carver street, where
Msurlre Lenfest and two friend,
Sunday in Chelsea and report a house
they commenced housekeeping at doboro spent Sunday with Mrs. Sher
a RICH FIELD
of Wakefield, Mass., were at hls for- was served.
filled to overflowing.
man
Prior.
once The bridal couple was attend
Mrs J K Lowe has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genthner of msr home here th’ past week, enMrs. Rose Smalley of Union is at
ed by Miss Dorothy Thomas, sister
West Waldoboro were callers on Mrs icute to a -ports camp at Masardls Mrs Elbert Burton
her
home here for a iew days.
al the groom as maid of honor and by
Andrew Kaler and Mrs. Ashley Gen- where they will enjoy a ten-day
Ernest Hainiou and family iiave
3igvard Melin as b»st man.
i
deer hunt.
moved to South Thomaston and will.
The bride wore green silk crepe thner recently.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Crute of
M. R McKusick of Somerville was occupy (jje Annie Mundy house.
and carried American Beauty roses.
A New England prod
The maid of honor was dressed in Cushing made a visit Monday at the a caller Saturday in this community.
The death of Annie 'Cobb' widow
Roy Turner is employed chopping
uct at attractive
blue silk crepe and her corsage was I home of Mrs. Crute's parents. Mr and
of
Forrest
Sncw
occurred
Oct.
28
in
prices Send for free
i Mrs. Sherman Prior.
cordwood on the Cunningham Mounof talisman roses.
Richmond.
samples with new
I Harold Page of Damiscotta was in tain, assisted by Harold Turner
DISTRIBUTED BY
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
fall hints.
, town Monday on business.
Hunters are numerous in this Clinton Simmons has returned THOMAS HODGSON
A SONS, INC.
served.
tnd Mrs. Hilbert Hanson of Woburn,
Granville Brow of Friendship is vicinity but only one deer has oecn from a week's visit with Mr and Mrs. Concord Worsted Mills, Concord, N. H.
Mrs. Sarah Frances of Old Town is
.ltd is a graduate of Woburn High
120-Th-lS0
making good recovery from the op- shot thus far.
Raymond Ames on Metinic.
guest of Rev. and Mrs W. F. Brown.
school, class of 1935. The groom is
L.
PARK & UNION STS.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 700
he son of Capt. and Mrs. Llewellyn
Thomas of this tewn. a graduate of
APPLETON RIDGE
RICHFIELD DEALERS ARE INDEPENDENT HOME MERCHANTS
Tinalhaven High School, class of
932 ard one of the community's
Mrs. Blanche Brown was a recent
promising young men. He is en i
visitor in Rocklcnd and Bath.
LAS I UNION
taged on ihe fishing industry.
SOMERVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Foster of
After the ceremony a family re
Camden and Mrs. Jenny Clerk of
Miss Mary Hilt is recovering frrir ception was held at the apartment
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Peaslee and
Scuth Thomaston were recent callers daughter Ernestine visited Sunday an appendix operation at Knox Hos tnd luncheon served which included
at Freeman Carleton's.
with Mrs. Maude Skillings in Boston. pital.
t bride's cake. Best wishes are exMrs. Clara Bagley of Palermo spent
Mr. and Mrs. C. G Hoyt were ended from their many friends.
Mrs Lizzie Brann was a business
a few days the past week with the visitor in Augusta recentiy.
visitors Sunday at the hcme of Mrs.
R»v. Harold Nutters.
Mav Robb.ns. this stop being a pre
Several from here attended the
Mrs. Katherine Coombs
Maynard Brown is having a piazza
lude to their trip to St. Petersburg
Halloween social Friday at Erskine
The
remains of Katherine, widow
added to his hcme.
Fla.
Academy. South China.
Mr. and Mrs. Coyt Ingraham and
Sunday School classes have been of George Coombs, who died Friday I
Several from this vicinity attended well attended, under the direction in Rockland at the home of her son
three children of Knox Ridge were
Trinity Union Sunday at the Corner cf MUs Margar|t ,McKnigbt or in Horace Coombs, were brought here
guests Sunday at the parsonage.
Monday, accompanied by Mr. and
her bb^cs_ Mrs Bernice Young.
A. G Pitman Ls having his barn Church in Chelsea.
Mrs. W. B. Hewitt was guest Sun- ; Miss Nina Titus is in Massachu- Mrs. Emile Coombs and son Elmer;
shingled.
Joseph Moody and Dr Tuttle were da.v of her daughter Mrs. H. N. setts, following a summer's stay at and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coombs.
Deceased was bom in Churchill.
Brown in Augusta.
! her home here.
lucky deer hunters Saturday.
Md..
71 years ago. When a young
Miss Maude Fuller motored Satur
Mr. and Mrs. Minor Ward returned i Mrs. Lilia Merton and Mrs. Amelia
day to Augusta taking Mrs. Ardella Saturday to Massachusetts after Dornan were in charge of the Farm girl Mrs. Coombs came to this town
Gushee and Mrs. Ella Perry to call spending some time here as guests Bureau meeting Wednesday when and was married to George Coombs
on Mrs. Martha Fletcher.
the subject. “Ciothing Accessories" With her family she passed many ,
j of relatives.
tears here, where she leaves a large
Mr and Mrs. C. W. Cummings and
Miss Verna Mitchell, a student at was considered.
child of Augusta were visitors Tues j Erskine Academy, but whose home is
Lawrence Morton and William Hilt circle of friends.
day at Roy Moody's and Bert , in Long Island spent the weekend as have returning from the big woods She was a member of Union Church ,
Moody's.
each with a fine deer as a product For the past 21 years she made her ]
, guest of Hazel Brown.
home in Rockland and was matron
Miss Helen Adams of South Mont
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hewitt and Mr. of their week’s hunting.
ville is employed at Mrs. Mary Ful I and Mrs. Minor Ward of Hopedale.
The remains of Mrs. Minnie M of Thorndike Hotel 16 years. After ;
ler's.
I Mass., were callers last Thursday on Stevenson of Camden were brought retiring from that position she made
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Nutting in Au- here for interment and committal her hcme with her son Horace
Coombs and Mrs. Coombs.
daughter Lucy attended a school en j gusta.
services held at the cemetery.
Besides her son Emile and Horace
tertainment Friday night in Bur
At a recent special town meeting
she
is survived by seven grandchil
kettville.
Somerville voted to surrender its
FREEDOM
dren; three sisters, Mrs Walter
: town charter and become an or
C. F. Hammons of Belfast was a Lampson of Waltham. Mass.; Mrs.
ganized plantation.
SOUTH HOPE
Charles Walsh and Mrs. Fred Park
Mrs. Caro Turner and daughter caller Friday on R L. Overlook.
Harold Mitchell has employment er of Cambridge, Mass.; and five
Mrs. John Meservey and son Ches Marie Soper have bought a place near
brothers. I. L. Cross, Justin Cross
ter. Mrs. Nettie Jones of Jefferson. Augusta and are moving their house with W. Towers in Somerville.
Chester Young and R. L. Overlook and Ibrook Cross. Rockland; George
Mrs. Fied Merrifield and daughter hold effects to their new home.
Rev. John Lord of Oakland is were visitors Monday evening ir Cross of Thomaston and Harry Cross
Bernice of thLs place were visitors
of Boston.
Friday at the home of Mrs Howard spending a few' days at Byron Thorndike.
Services were held Tuesday at the
Mrs. Eleanor Thurston attended
Meservey.
French's and enjoying the hunting
home
of her son Emile Coombs, Rev.
the church fair Friday at the village.
Daniel Bowley shot a buck deer re season.
Arthur Leigh pastor of Union Church
Mrs.
Annie
Rowell
was
guest
Friday
cently.
Miss Muriel French of Warren was
officiating. The abundance of floral
Miss Ruby Merrifield passed the in town Monday afternoon for a call afternoon of Mrs. Ella Overlook.
offerings testified to the loving re
F.
E.
Pea
vey
has
been
engaged
in
weekend with her grandmother. Mrs. on relatives.
gard
felt for Mrs. Coombs. Interment
A W. Heath.
J. B. Brown of Jeffeson has been delivering pulpwood to Shawmut.
was in the family lot in Ocean View
R.
L.
Overlook
made
a
business
trip
Miss Edith Dunbar visited Satur visiting friends and relatives here
cemetery. The bearers were L. B
Saturday to Waterville.
day night with her aunt, Mrs. W. the past week.
Dyer. A. A. Peterson. Alston Rob
Successful
hunters
from
this
local

George Payson of East Union.
ity have been Kenneth Richardson. erts. E. G. Carver, Owen Roberts and
Callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
SOUTH WALDOBORO Lester Jackson. Merton Besse and Charles Webster.
A W. Heath were Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Harriet, L. Gill has returned
from Roslindale. Mass., where she
has been guest of her brother-in-law
and sister Dr. and Mrs. Guy Blood.
The Lend-A-Hand Club will hold
a lood sale at A. S. Prince's store
Saturday nt 10 o'clock.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies of
the G A R. will be guests Tuesday
of thc Thcmas H. Marshall Circle in
Belfast. Dinner will be served at
noon followed by cards and other i
games.
I
Capt. W iP. Corning cf Belmcdt
Mass., and Capt. William Stanley of
Newton Center. Mass., are guests nf
Mr. and Mis. Frank H. Wilbur. Sea
r treet.
Mis. Clarence Taylor will enter
tain the Lend-A-Hand Club Mor.daty
night at her hcme on Elm street. ,
Henry Bock has moved from hls
building on Mechanic street to the
Kent farm on tlie Belfast road.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Dinsmore of
Belfast were in town yesterday.
Walter Wadsworth shot a 255
pound buck this week on the Shore
load. George McKenney got a doe
and Will Heald shot a 6-point buck,
both at Duck Trap.
Mr. and Mrs Leland Mann have
returned to Portland after a visit ,
with his brother-in-law and sister I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge met
last night. Wednesday.
The Congregational Sewing Circle
w 11 hold its annual rummage sale
Friday and Saturday at the Parish
House. Doors epen at 9 o'clock.
The attraction at the Comique
Theatre for Wednesday and Thurs
day will be "Varsity Show." with
Dick Powell and Fred Waring's Penn
sylvanians. Friday. "Carnival Queen''
w<th Dorothea Kent and Robert Wil
cox. Saturday, double program with !
“Footloose Heiress," and Gene Autry in "Rootin Tootin Rhythm.
Tlie Baptist Young People's Choir
will hold a rehearsal at the church I
Friday at 6 30 o'clock.
Mrs. Pearl Huntley is a surgical
patient at the Community Hospital
The Baptist Philathea Class will
meet Friday at 1.30 o'clock at the
home of Mrs Eineline Halford. 31
Central street. Refreshments will be

TEA

«»»»»

Knitting Wools

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

Aubrey Heal and Miss Bernice Payson of 'Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merrifield had
as visitors Sunday. Mrs. Hazel Hart of
this place and Mrs. F. Berry Gould
and son, William, of South Union.

For Bronchitis
Coughs, Colds
Acts Like a FLASH
It’s different—it's faster in action—it’s
(impounded on superior, medical fact find
ings new in this country.
BUCKLEY’S MIXTURE (triple Acting) is
the name of this amazing cough and cold
prescription that is so pure and free from
harmful drugs that a child can ta^e it—
and stop coughing.
One little sip and the ordinary cough is
cased—a few doses and that tough old
hang-on cough is seldom heard again—
it's really wonderful to watch how speed
ily hard, lingering colds are put out of
business. BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE is now on
sale at all good stores—over 9 million bot
tles have been sold in cold-wintry Canada.

CORNER drug store

George Pottle.
Hunters are scouring the woods for
W G. Rowell bought a house re
game since November came in. but cently.
deer are scarce in this locality. Lloyd
P. D. Thurston ls employed truck
Winchenbach and John Holmes are ing .wood to Waterville.
the only residents of this community
who have brought down deer to date.
No One Ever Kissed
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Kennett of Med
field. Mass., were callers Tuesday aft
Her Good Night
ernoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Rogers. Other visitors there Bad breath is death to romance. And
were Mr and Mrs. Alvin French and bad breath is frequently caused by
constipation. Just as headaches, sleep
son Stanley of Rockland, and Mr. lessness, weakness can be produced by
and Mrs. Howard Simonton of West it, or most skin blemishes aggravated
by it!
Rockport.
Dr. F. M. Edwards, during his years
Mr. Knapp, a Bargor fur buyer, was
of practice, treated hundreds of women
in this vicinity Saturday on business. for constipation and frequently noted
Mrs. Gertrude French of Rockland that relief sweetened the breath and
who spent the past week with Mrs. improved well-being and vitality. For
treatment he used a purely vege
Harry Rogers, is now in Boston for his
table compound —Dr. Edwards' Olive
the winter. Miss Mary ONeil and Tablets. This laxative is gentle, yet
Mrs. Robert Long of Rockland were peculiarly effective because it increases
the bile flow without shocking the in
recent visitors at the Rogers home.
testinal system.
Miss Gertrude Winchenbach has
Help guard against constipation.
been guest of her cousin, Mrs. Nellie Use Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets. At
all druggists, lSif, 30£ and 60<.
Boggs, at the village.

CHRYSLER

WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs. William Gross and »Mrs.
Charles Eugley of Gross Neck spent
last Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Irvine Genthner.
John Johannison shot a deer re
cently.
Misses Martha Winchenbach and
Sadie Winchenbach of Augusta
passed the weekend at home.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rider in
Waldoboro.
Miss Ida Winchenbach attended
the .Bowdoin-Maine football game
Saturday in Orono.
Miss JMarion Eugley has employ
ment in Leominster. Mass.
Chester Winchenbach died Monday
at the Memorial Hospital ln Damari
scotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Champlin of
Providence have been visiting Mr
and Mrs. Benjamin French.

ftayul . . .

Finely

MORE

POWER . . . LONGER WHEELBASE

The beauty of the low-priced

field...that’s
the 1938 Chrysler Royal!
Look at the beautiful picture above . . .
that proud, high radiator . . . smart chro
mium grille . . . sleek headlamps mounted
in the fenders.
A thrifty Gold Seal engine increased to
95 horsepower. More length ... 119 inch

wheelbase.
An instrument panel that looks as if it
stepped from a jeweler’s window. A smart
new wheel . . . with a new ring-type horncontrol. Superb upholstery fabrics.
A world of room ! 96U inches from wind
shield to rear window. A 49 inch rear seat.
A matchless ride! Airflow principle of
weight distribution. . . independently sprung
front wheels . . . Aero Hydraulic Shock

built.

Magnificently

engineered.

Safety dll-Stttl Bodies . . . hydraulic brakes
. . . synchronized gear shifting.
Chrysler Royal . . . the new more-forthe-money car in the low-priced field!
CHRYSLER
ENGINE

9/TVjMAUtt. . . . BIGGER

Tailored with Bond Street finesse. Sized for
real comfort.
Long wheelbase! Airflow principle of
balanced weight distribution! Independently
sprung front wheels! Aero Hydraulic Shock
Absorbers!

safe

... 4 INCHES MORE WHEELBASE

A rakish, low-swung, split-second beauty
. . . that’s the Chrysler Imperial for 1938!
Powered with a new, bigger engine that’s
a Chrysler masterpiece! 110 horsepower!
125 inch wheelbase. Sweeping grace and
beauty . . . plus roadability that comes from
length and size.
A regal car .. . in all its appointments.

BETTER
...BETTER /Made/

..

. with hydraulic brakes and Safety

All-Steel Bodies. EASY HANDLING . . . with
finger-touch steering and synchronized gear
shifting, thrilling . . . with its dynamic
response . . . Floating Power smoothness.
Get behind the wheel and indulge your
sporting instinct!

«

CHRYSLER ROYAL . . . Coupe, J918. Four-Door Touring Sedan
With trunk. flOIO. Eight other body styles. * CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
. . . Coupe, SI 123. Four«Door Touring Sedan with trunk. SI 198.
Four other body styles. * CHRYSLER CUSTOM IMPERIAL
. $ ur
7-Pawenger Sedan. 1229$. Sedan Limousine. 1239$. ★ All prices
quitted are delivered prices in Detroit, with Federal taxes, bumper**
spare tire and tube, and preparation for delivery included. Any state or
local tax must be added. To ascertain price in your city, simply add
transportation charges . . . local and state taxes if any. Additional
accessories available at prices to be quoted by the dealer. Time
payments to fit vour purse on Official Commercial Credit Company
plan. Tune in on Ma|or Bowet. Columbia Network, Every Thura-

day. 9 to 10 P.M. Eastern Standard Time.

Absorbers.
CHRYSLERS

PHONE 466-VV

AND

PLYMOUTH

ON

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON

«•«» STREET
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Add DELICIOUS FLAVOR to

Every-Other-Day

BRIDGE PROSPECT BEHER

Mrs. Evelyn V. Snow, who has been
visiting relatives and friends in
Boston and vicinity, for the past
month, returned Monday.
FOR
Mrs. Karl Stetson. Mrs. Lawrence
Perry, Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton. Mrs.
Kenneth Marshall, Mrs. Blanche C.
97
Vose, Mrs. Margaret A. Lakeman.
Miss Helen Stetson. Edgar Crawford
Tuesday the scenes changed again a “contingent fund estimated at
and Edgar A. Ames motored Monday
ir. the Deer Isle bridge matter, and $40,000 above expenses of construc
to Jefferson where they attended the
Special For
this time they assumed a mucli more tion.
annual inspection of Lakeview Chap
"Approaches to the bridge. Conway
November
optimistic turn. Tlie story is thus
ter. OJ5JS.
said, will be built by the Maine HighBeta Alpha Club met in the Baptist
told by the Frcss Herald's Washing wa>’ Department."
vestry Monday night with 33 mem
ton correspondent:
bers in attendance. The evening was
i
"The War Department Tuesday ap
UNION
a,
spent sewing on Christmas work
proved the application of the Deer
followed by refreshments served by
Isle-Sedgwick Bridge District for
Church Of The Nazarene
Celia B. Five. Prop.
Mrs. Hilda S. Keyes. Mrs. Ruby Hall,
further extension of time for DeginTHOMASTON, ME.
Rev.
J. W Ames preached Sunday
R
Mrs. Ardella Kirkpatrick and Miss
MAIN ST.
TEL, 133
ning and completing the bridge. on "Rebuilding the Walls of Jerusa
Elizabeth Washburn.
Time to begin js now set at Nov. lem." He stated that in the church
134-136 then T143
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Overlook re
4. 1938. and completion in November there is work to be done and every
turned Tuesday from Malden, Mass.,
1949. Originally War Department member should be in his place.
having motored there to take Mrs. Oscar H. Crie and Mr. and Mrs. Orpermission was given for beginning
At church school 61 were present
Overlock's sister, Miss Hortense B ! vcl Williams.
Nov. 4. 1936 and completion Nov. 4. and a missionary offering of $422
Wilson, who will be with Miss Edith
1938. One year's extension was made. Birthday candles were lighted
A membership meeting of the Knox )
• Pul lip lop taste into your custards H. Wilson for the winter.
County Fish and Game Association , For Reuben Brewer, Convict- granted and then another.
nnd puddings by adding tlie delicious
j for Mrs. Angelo Howard and A. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Radcliff. Miss
flavor of nutmeg-■and nutmeg at its
"PWA says nothing about rescind Cargille with 90 cents to add to the
will be held Nov. 19 in the Eaptist
ed
of
Murdering
His
Pretty
finest—Slade’s, blade’s Nutmeg is the Eva Oullette and William Pitts of
ing its grant of $315 000 for the bridge offering. The pastor sang a verse of
! vestry. A chicken supper will be
best grade of East Indian —the finest Worcester,
Mass., were weekend
Wife
but it Is understood that if the allo the hymn “I Feel Like Traveling On.”
served at 6 30 by members of the
grown. Note its deep rich dark brown
color and its true *piey aroma. Finely guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Ladles' Circle. In the evening the I
cation
is not clinched by awarding
Mrs. J. W. Ames arranged a short
Eighteen months after a Lincoln
granulated and uniform in tex« Stone.
contract for the bridge by the end of program to which several from the
speaker will be. Gerry Wade of Au
ture. Comes in convenient sifter-top ! Chester Siader resumed duties in
County jury had convicted him of the
this week allotment will be revoked Intermediate and Junior Boy's classes
cans with covers. And costs uo more. Lincken's Market Monday after a gusta. Hatchery Business Manager of;
murder of his wife. Dolda Medina formally.”
the
Inland
Fisheries
and
Game.
IntcrrMi ng and helpful tOpage book
responded. Those taking part were
FREE let, "Story of Spicea.” Scad today. week's vacation.
An Augusta despatch says:
Mr. and Mrs Earland Irish of I Brewer Reuben Brewer. 49-year-cld
Foster McEdwards. Franklin McDonJoseph Bradlee. Willis Thompson
"Trustees of the Deer Isle-Sedg 1 aid. Wesley Best. Melvin Gleason. El
Ocean Point lobster man, was TuesAuburn
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
! and William Anderson, who have
L_
day sentenced to life imprisonment wick Bridge District met Tuesday mer Keene, Perry McEdwards and
been enjoying a weeks hunting trip Harold F. Dana.
with Maine Attorney General Franz Junior Gibbs. The Young People's
Fred Hinckley of Boston is visiting' by Justice Edward P. Murray on the
to Westley, rcturned home Sunday.
U. Burkett to ‘clear up legal techni service was at 5.30 with Miss Evelyn
Mr. and Mrs. George York of Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton for opening day of Superior Court in
calities'
in connection with the pro Danforth and Miss Bertha Moody in
Quincy., Mass., spent the weekend a few days.
Lincoln County.
posed $910,000 construction.
charge.
with Mrs. York's aunt, Miss Eliza
Tne date for tire meeting cf the
Joseph A. Conway of Boston, who
Brewer made the following brief
At the evening service the pastor's
Whitney.
Parent-Teacher Association is Nov.
said he was acting as liaison agent subject was "Shadows of Doom."
statement:
Owing to the sudden death of S. 18 at the High School building and
between the Bridge District officials
Prayer meeting will be held tonight
"Ido not hold any ill feeling against
Emerson Smith, the Half Hour Read the time 7.30. A representative from
and the Public Works Administration at 7.30 and services at the usual time
ing Club meeting scheduled for Tues the Munson White Cn. m Portland anyone. They told the truth as
at Washington, declared his belief Sunday.
D. &l. Slode Co., 189 Stota St., Boston, Most, day at the home of Mrs. Donald P will give a demonstration of the thej- saw it, butf I did not kill my
that the ‘construction is practically
George, was postponed until Nov. 19 visual projector used for educational wife."
assured.’
THE LITTLE THINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young enter purposes. All members are urged to
Sentence was imposed on motion of
Greater use of farm production
"The meeting followed announce
II
credit, with interest rates about the tained a group of friends at a coot be present ar.d other interested per County Attorney Weston M. Hilton. ment by Raymond C. Small, secretary
(For The Courier-Gazette)
supper
Monday,
their
guests
being
sons
are
invited
to
attend.
The body of Brewer’S attractive of the Bridge District, that PWA
same as last season, are foreseen for
It'a thc little words of kindness
We have spoken.
1938 by the bureau of agricultural Mr and Mrs. W B D. Gray, Mr. and
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts, young wife was found on the shore had extended to Nov. 15 the deadline
In the years gone by. to
Mrs.
Edward
T.
Dornan.
Mr
and
Mrs
Someone
ln thelr need.
economics.
meets at the Baptist vestry Sunday not far from their home one morn for meeting the requirements on
Come back to us ln love, argd
ing
in
April,
1936.
and
following
an
at 3 o'clock.
Friendship's token;
which its $315,000 grant is based.
Like the blossoms we have
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creigh autopsy by Dr. George A. Gregory, Small also declared his belief that
Sown on earth from seed
county
medical
examiner,
un
investi

ton. accompanied by Mrs. Richard O
‘the bend money, notwithstanding re
COMPARE THE PRICES-NOTE TH
The little pennies we have
Elliot and Miss Mary E MacPhail gation was started by Sheriff Arthur ports to the contrary, will be avail
Saved, make dollars;
SAYINGS-ITS WISE TO BE THRIFT,
And little dollars make
R
Greenleaf
and
Ccunty
Attorney
leave Thursday for several days' mo
able at that time.'
Abundant gain
Hilton
Attorney
General
Clyde
R.
And
the little pennies are
tor trip to St John. N. B.
"He said PWA officials had ex
Here's proof that it costs less to shop
Not
lost by giving.
Chapman joining in the probe.
• • • »
tended
the
time
to
permit
the
making
They
wlll come back to us.
at A&P Food Stores. Something for
An alleged suicide note found be of eight additional borings at the
Like golden grain.
Samuel
Emerson
Smith
every shelf in your pantry, at real
—Delora Morrill
Funeral services for Samuel Emer neath a table cover in the Brewer main pier site cf the bridge. Conway
savings. Compare these prices with
home
figured
largely
ir.
the
investiga

son Smith. 81. a life-long resident of
said he believed the new borings
what you usually pay-and you will
Legal Notice
this community, will be held Friday tion and there was a disagreement would ‘support findings of previous
discover that you save money
Sl'ATl
OF MAINE
of
experts
over
this
note.
The
first
from the residence on School street
wash borings.' The new borings
every day at the A&P.
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
at 2 o'clock. Rev. H. S. Kilborn of one consulted expressed the opinion would be core borings he said,
Augusta. November 4. IP37
that the note was written by Mrs. which are less susceptible to error.
Notice ls hereby given that a commu
PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH
ficiating.
tation of sentence of Fred E Frown, c
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Mr. Smith was born in this town Brewer. Not satisfied, the authori
"Provisions for financing the convict in the State Prison at Thoin.is| ton under sentence for the rime of
June 8. 1356. son Of S. Emerson and ties submitted it to a second, who bridge. Conway said include a $315.- Felonious Assault ts now pendm-e tedeclared
it
was
the
work
of
some
Myria (Copeland) Smith. He is
000 grant from PWA. $145,000 direct ; fore the Oovernor and Council, and a
RED CIRCLE COFFEE
LB 20c
hearing thereon will be granted ln the
, survived by two nieces. Miss Chris other person.
appropriation from the State of Council Chamber at Augusta, on Wed
the first day of December. 1937.
With
the
convening
of
the
May
tine E. Moore and Miss Rita C.
FRIENDS BEANS
Maine, and $490 000 to be obtained nesday.
2 CANS 29c
at ten o'clock A M
term ot the Superior Court, tht grand from the saie of bonds. He said the
HAROLD I. GOSS.
Smith, both of this town.
Deputy Secretary of State
FRIEND'S browh BREAD
CAN 15c
Interment will be in Thomaston jtny re'.urned on the first day a spe resultant total of S95C.CC0 would leave 1
135*Th-141
cemeterj' and the bearers will be cial indictment charging Brewer with
CLAPP'S baby FOODS
6 CANS 49c
Frank D. Elliot. Charles M. S'.ar- the murder of his wife, a bench war
\A/hen a girl is an expert with a cake
| rett. Myles S Wesion and Richard rant was issued and Brewer was ar
LARGE
SOAPiNE
THE NEW SOA.INE
2 PKGS 39c
E Dunn of this place and Fred rested at tlie home of a friend.;
Some gentleman s heart is sure to ache
He was tried at that term, found
Hinckley of Boston.
STATLER TOWELS
3 BOLLS 23c
guilty after the jury had deliberated
TO WIN HER
a comparatively short time and sen
WARREN
KEN-L-RATION
3 CANS 25c
tence was deferred [lending the out
i Baxter Tolman has come into pos- come of the appeal for a new trial.
KEN-L-BiSKIT
2 PKGS 25c
1 session cf the 70-year-old muzzle
2 Lt
I loading shot gun. owned bj' his great- j
N.B.C. soda CRACKERS
PKG 19c
J grandfather, the late Eugene Killeran
i of Cushing. In fine condition, it \
N. B. C. pioneer FIC BARS 2 LBS 25c
! shoots as accurately as a brand new {
POUND
, gun. the ammunition being black ■
GOft i ON’S brick CODFIS K PKG 25c
powder, shot and caps. It has no; "Is ths crowd all here—Freddie,
; mark or number, the only name on it [ Wint. Role, Boze. Frank. Ed. Johnnie,
CHEESE
WHITE or COLORED
LB 27c
being. “Shellen."
i Edwin and the others?"
Vienna Sausage seI'^an 10c Ritz Crackers n.b c PKG 19c
“Yes!"
Vernal Wallace attended the an
NO.
«
,
,
TONGUE
“Got your minnows?"
nual Acolyte festival in St. Lukes
tin 23c
LURCH "Armour’s Star” CAN 23c Oxo Beef Cubes
Armour’s
THE BALANCED" FLOUR—MAKES GOOD BAKING BETTER
"Yes"
j Cathedral. Portland, and also the
CAN 15c Woodbury's soap 3 cakes25c
Vca! Loaf
Star”
Let's start down at
Elmira's
convention .'upper at the Columbia
lb 15c
j Hotel.
Palmolive Soap 4cakes25c American Mixture
ledge, work up to thc bridge and
IB 15c
Ernest L. Starrett is a patient at see how the smelts bite.”
Octagon Soap
cake 5c Stuffed Dainties
From the dictionary: “Smelt—a
I Knox Hospital.
3 CANS 25c Bulk Citron Pool
lb 29c
Calo Dog Food
Miss
Edna
F.
Boggs,
who
was
guest
,
small
fish that is very delicate food,
LGE.
BLUE
FKG 20C
Super Suds PKG
PKG 20c Super Suds RrKiilar
of her sister. Mrs. William Morrison' It is of the genus Osmerus. belonging
CONCENTRATED [PLATE FREE]
j in Portland has returned home.
to the salmon family. It emits a peSeveral ireni Ivy Chapter. OXS., culiar odor which has been cornattended the inspection Tuesday eve- pared to the smell of cucumbers or
ning of Wiwurna Chapter, Waldo-! violets."
boro.
j V/hat a lot we youngsters did not
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hoiman of [ Bet out of life. All we knew was
Portland spent the weekend with | that it was fun to catch 'em and a
Miss M. Grace Walker and Miss Eda mess of
fried in pork fat was a
BONELESS
feast for a hungry boy.
FANCY
TOP
CUBE
St. Clair.
As Mr. Dryden once wisely re
Honor students at the High School
for the first nine week ranking period marked: Not heaven itself upon the
includes. Three .As. Charles Stimpson Pas- bas power: but what ha been.
and Marion Wallace. Two As. Sisko has been, and I have had my hour.
Lehto, Gertrude Lampinen and Ruby All right. Old Deal or New Deal or
SMALL, LEAN, TENDER—RIB OR LOIN END
Starrett; or.e A. Relr.0 Hill. Winona any other Deal, try to take it awaj'
Robinson, Virginia Starrett and from me!
back's a thing at zrstvs
Madeleine Haskell: nothing under "Thinkin'
On a feller. I suppose—
Older 'at he gits I Jack
B. Thelma Sloddard, Sisko Lehto.
SHORT SHANK, LEAN—I TO 6 LB. AVE.
More he keeps a-thlnkln' baok!
Gertrude Lamoinen. Ruby Starrett.
Old as old men git to be.
as middle-aged as me.
Charles Stimpson, Marion Wallace, Er
Folks'll flnd us. eye and mind
Vernal Wallace and Irene Simmons. Fixed on what we've left behind.
CAPE COD
FLORIDA
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wiley attended Thinkin' back—My goodness me!

$5.00 PERMANENT WAVE

ljou.1

War Department Grants Further Extension Of
Time For Deer Isle-Sedgwick Proposition

CUSTARDS

Colonial
Beauty Shop

lfou.1

PUDDINGS

Life imprisonment

Slade’s
Nutmeg

^Tenants Harbor Days!

PILLSBURY'S BEST

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

Telephone

993

PITTSBURGH ON TOP

SIRLOIN
Lb. 33c

RUMP
Lb. 33c

STEAK
Lb. 25c

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 27c

SMOKED SHOULDERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 24c

SPAMKIE FRUIT CELATINE DESSERTS

4 PKSS 15c

ANN PACE PEANUT BUTTER

2

/arc

25c

Ve^efabCeA
GENUINE STATE OF MAINE GRADED U. S. NO. I POTATOES
Maine

SELECTED POTATOES Packed
FLORIDA ORANCES
MacINTOSH APPLES
_

Cabbage
.

Squssh

NATIVC

hard

NATIVE
HUBBARD

LB

2c

Cauliflower

lb

2c

Grapefruit

PECK 23<

doz33c

5 « 25c
Clldornla HEAD

17c
25c

I Tuesday the joint installation of Lhe
: Belfast Post. V.F.W. and Auxiliarj'
held in Belfast.
Mrs. William Stickney was supper
guest Saturday of Mrs. George Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear of
Brookline. Mass., passed the weekend
' at Forrest Spear's.
I Mrs. Newell Eugiey. Mrs Burleigh'
[.Mank and Miss Gertrude Mank were
iecent callers at the home of Mrs.
Robert Mitchell in Union.
G. Dudley Gould who has been
spending several months with his
(sister In Camden, goes Tuesoay to
.Fresno, Calif., for the winter.
Waterproof truck covers and spray
hoods made to order. Old covers
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St

I can call thelr names and see
Every youngster that I played with.
Thinkin' back. I even hear
Them a-callln' high and clear
From the crick-banks "

Boze.

Somerville. Mass.. Nov. 9.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out of Bed ia
the Morning Rarin’ to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
It just decays in the bowels, (.as bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
tikes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
frwiyandmakeyoufed”upandup”. Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely. Aak for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by

oame. Stubbornly refuse anything

Cranberries 2 qt 19c Grapefruit, 4 tor 25c
NATIVE SLICED

Beef Liver,

FANCY SLICED

Ib 21c Bacon,

gardlesa of cost; consisting of women's

DELICIOUS HOME MADE

SAUSAGE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 27c
NATIVE

Veal Steak,
SAIT

Fish Bits,
FRESII GROUND

Hamburg,

sale ln pairs or single. Prices reasonable.
LEON A LUDWIG. Newcastle.
133*135
CHESTER white pigs for sale. 6 weeks
Old. Turnips 60c bu. HENRY CROCK
ETT. So Thomaston Tel 371-4
133*138
BABY STROLLER for sale, ln flne
condition. ALICE KNIGHT, 122 Cam
den St . City.
133-135
1937 CHEV master coupe for sale, ln
perfect condition; small mileage; over
size tires, overload springs:
ton
truck body Included. MRS. WALTER 8.
DAVIS. 68 Grace St.. Tel. 934-W
____________________ 133*135
COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
anywhere in Knox County. J. B. PAUL
SEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
124-tf
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
paper, etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
at this OFFICE.
113-tf

Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
of all kinds. Power machir.: stitching. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
ing Co.. 16 Willow St.

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

NATIVE

lb 37c Veal Chops,

lb 31c

A'our name and address printed
on envelopes and paper or mono
gram on sheets, address on enve
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
Brown ink.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
White Deckle Edge
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
36 envelopes 4x5', square flap
$1.15 postpaid

OR
60 flat sheets 7%xl0%
50 envelopes 4x7% square flap
$1.40 postpaid
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
White Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded
sheeU
50 envelopes 4x5%
60 sheets 4%x7%
$1.35 postpaid

TO LET

ib 18c
lb 21c

♦

. -rw,

RELIABLE SPIRITUAL READING BY
MAIL. 25c and stamp You may ask
questions. OEOROE JONES. Dlxmont.
Me________________ ______________ 135*137
I NOTICE: All persons having bills for
, or against the estate of Leland Killeran.
please present at once. FRED KILi LERAN- Admr.
’ ' YARNS for Rugs and Hand Knitting
at bargains. Samples and kitting di
rections free. H. A BARTLETT. Har
mony. Me.
129-140
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
let for the season. Phone ua. Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
131-tf
PIANO, vocal, Hawaiian guitar, piano
accordion lessons at your home. $1.
C A IUNDELL Friendship
131-tf
WATCHMAKER Repairing
watches,
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23 Ames
bury St.. Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
131-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Corkland Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall oidtre
, solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J

1

Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
PATRICIAN
White Laid
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
GO folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

OR
60 flat sheets 6*4x10%
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid

GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 Folded sheets 4%x7-%
40 envelopes 4x5%
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid
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In

Will

Anything

LEAN

lb 19c Stew Beef,

nn«.

♦

! MISCELLANEOUS I

HEAVY

2 lbs 23c Salt Pork,

*

SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
Suffolk St Inquire TEL. 101-M
135-tt
UNFURNISHED 7-room heated apart
ment to let with bath. Enquire at 22
SCHOOL ST.. City.
134*136
TWO furnished apartments to let.
S5 and S3 50 week
V F STUDLEY.
283 Main St., or 77 Park St.. Tel. 1154
or 330____________________________ 133-tf
NICELY furnished heated room to let.
gentleman preferred 28 MASONIC ST .
Tel. 1177-J.___________
134*136
HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
corner Llmerock St.. and Broadway.
S25 month V F STUDLEY. 283 Main
St , or 77 Park 8t.. Tel. 1154 or 330
__________________________________ 133-tf
DUCKY apartment for two to let. 4
rooms and bath Modem Oil and gas
equipment for cooking and heating
Pood location CALL 543-R
133-135
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
rooms, bath MRS W S KENNISTON.
176 So Main St , Tel. 874-W
133-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. hot
water heat. gas. lights, bath F ,L.
SHAW. 47 No Main St., Tel 422-R
__________________________________133-tf
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Main A Park Sts_________________127-tf
SOME large, and some small tenements
i to let. reasonable prices. C. M. BLAKE. S
wall paper store, Tel 062
131-tf
UPSTAIR apartment to let, 5 rooms?
heated, bath. 36 PLEASANT ST.. Tel.
902-W.____________________________ 131-tf
Furnished apartment to let, at 25
North Main St. ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
Main St.. Tel. 77._______
126*!28-tf
APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms with bath
12 KNOX ST. City, Tel 156-W
128-tf
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
FROST. Tel. 318-W
131-tf

OR

!b 29c

FOR SALE

men's wearing apparel, other things
Pittsburgh's football powerhouse, and
too numerous to mention.
135138
triumphant in the Rose Bowl last PIGS for sale. 5 weeks old. price $3.1
ALDEN J. WALTZ. Tel. 18-22, WaldoNew Year's Day and seemingly ambi j boro.____________________________ 135*1371
tious to try it again, displaced the I E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TE1.
1 101-M____________________________ 135-tf |
University of California Tuesday as
STOVES for sale, enamel, electric. I
| Franklin for wood or coal; also codec 1
the Nation's No. 1 team.
i percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAM- ,
The combination of Pitt's em DEN ST, Tel 1214-M Call after 5 p. m
|__________________________________ 134-tf
phatic victory' over Notre Dame and
TWO pure-bred Hereford heifers and j
California's scoreless Ue with Wash one bull for sale. O. W. CARROLL. 1
Rockville
134T13S
ington helped bring about the big
BLACK horse for sale or trade for
gest shakeup so far in the National cow. Good all round horse 1400 lbs.
gridiron ranking poll conducted by Price right. JAS. SOUTAR. St. George
134*139 |
______________________________
The Associated Press.
JERSEY HEIFER for sale, due to
Pittsburgh collected a majority of freshen flrst of February. HAROLD
LEWIS. 37 Pine St. City
133*1351
the first-place ballots 31*4 out of 56.
FORD COUPE. 1930, for sale, flne run
The marked swing of football's bal ning order, heater Price right. DR.
ance of power to the northeast, with PEABODY. Tel. 52-11, Thomaston.
134*136
flve teams from this section in the
SAWED green hard wood for sale $1
"first ten," is indicated by the follow ft. $7 cord; also trucking. ALFRED DA
VIS. 156 New County Road, Tel. 912-W
ing tabulation:
133*135
First Ten
USED battery radio for sale. 1927
Points
model, complete with new batteries.
1. Pittsburgh.
508*4 SAYWARDS GARAGE. 515 Main St .
City
131-136
2. California.
449
BANKING brush for sale, promnt de
3. Alabama.
422
livery. TEL 196-W________
134*139
4. Fordham,
387*4
PATRICK HANLEY home for sale~~5
5. Dartmouth,
Pine St.. Thomaston, very reasonable
253
Enquire 34 MAIN ST , Thomaston
6. Yale
215
_____ ______ _____________________ 133*135
7. Santa Clara.
166
1937 DODGE 4-door Touring Sedan, for
sale, actual mileage 7000 LEON A LUD
8. Duke.
158
WIG. Newcastle, Tel. Dam. 135.
9. Villanova,
______ ________________________ 133*135
62
SEVERAL good clever work horses for
10. Minnesota,
61

STEAKS

ROUND
Lb. 29c

?
♦
♦

Seeks To Repeat Its Last Year's
EVERYTHING must be sold this week
Triumph in the Rose Bowl
at 336 Main St . corner Pleasant St.. re-|

We ^/iuer

STEAKS

WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

WEEK-END SPECIALS
STEAKS

•

id-nr’k.i-.n.. la
In thia
nnt to
tn
Advertisements
this anlntnn
column not
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times tor 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each tor one time
FAMILY washings wanted to do. Wrlti
10 cents tor three times. Six sm*U words "W" at The Courier-Gazette Offlce.
to a line.
134*136
CAPABLE
housekeeper,
expereneed
practical nurse, refined type, would ltkn
work
Excellent references given 21
A PEARL STREET. Belfast
132*137
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven
Convalescent Home. 105 Llmerock St
Tel. 1293. EVA AMES.___________ 135*137
MALE FOXHOUND lost, color tan with
GENTLEMAN lodger wanted In home
white points; name plate on collar. Re
ward. Tel. Camden 8618. W. E CAR- with complete modern conveniences
Address "LODGER." care of The Cou
ROLL. Rockport_________________ 133-135 rier-Gazette
131*tf
LADY'S Hamilton gold wrist wa
BOARDERS wanted.
Quiet
warm
lost Nov. 7. between Rockport and
rooms, good board Reasonable price.
pleton Reward. MRS OEOROE H
THE LITTLE GUEST HOUSE. 16 Glea
Tel Camden 607________________ 134*1
son St., Thomaston, Tel. 186-11.
OUT of pasture lnUnion,
Jersey
131*136
heifer, eight mouths old lost. O W
CARROLL. Rockville
134*136

AU makes radio receivers
Work Guaranteed
Tubes Tested Free

MAINE MUSIC CO.

Sell

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.

Expert Radio Repair

Member of Radio Mfps. Service
Itt-tf

These

What Do You Want
'.

to Sell ?

Every-Other-Day
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Letter From China

Get the world’s good news daily through

The Christian Science Monitor

■

An International Daily Nctuipapcr

■

PnbliibeJ by

i
i
i
i
i
•
!
I

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY
One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts

Dr. Marion J. Bradshaw Gets

i

i

First

Hand

Information

We’ve Seen Them All
_And We Tell You:

From That Country
•

msHtrn

The following communication, re
lating to .present) day affairs ln
■
1
China, was written to Dr. Marion J.
1
a
Magazine Section, make the Monitor the ideal newspaper
■
Eradshaw of Bangor by W. E. Mac
for the home. It is 5 cents a copy, or 5 cents a day on suba
scription, delivered to your door, and is obtainable at thc
[
■
Donald of Lingnan University, Can
years ahead 'Super-Thrift’
«
following location:
★ ON BRILLIANT ENGINEERING
■
ton, China.
Engine... with startling new
■
a
497 MAIN ST.
TIIE BICKNELL ROCKLAND
Quiet reigns about us but for the
sound-proofing, new gear
★
SENSATIONAL
NEW
FEATURES
■
132*135
crickets and other night sounds. But |
■
shifting, new riding features.
•
it is moonlight and for twelve suc
"And these are just the
★ NASH-PRECISION WORKMANSHIP
cessive nights of the last moon [
'head-liners’ of 83 really im
Japanese planes raided Canton, and I
portant improvements!
★ SHEER SIZE AND ROOM
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer re
we woke to hear siren warnings, the
"It’s Nash by a mile—on
cently motored to Portland and
I hum of planes filled the air, bomb '
sheer size and room ... on
★ PRICES YOU'LL CHEER ABOUT
explosions rattled the windows and j
Brunswick where they were guests of
greater engine power . . .
their daughter, Mrs. Ruth Sewall.
★ KNOCKOUT VALUE PILED ON VALUE finerengineering...and sheer
doors, and. if near, shook the very
Norma Seavey is spending a few
(Continued from Page One*
ants there, and the law was off them, j house. The gun-fire of defenders
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY!
too. That made "Gabby's'' flnger ] answered and sometimes it was quite
weeks in Brunswick, guest of her
"THE NEWS is out about thc "If you want to see everything
a
fence
oi
rail
through
the
I
"w^eTfln^r"
aunt, Mrs. Sewall.
noisy.
1938cars. And again—it’s NASH that’s new this year, go to thc
Pass. Whew!
“Utah's hills are covered with snow. | Pifty air raids have swept past in
;:.
all the way! Nash scoops thc nearest Nash showroom ... see
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
“On the Skyline Drive at Canyon yet every day since we have been' the
This Nash LaFayette is far above thc
Mr. and Mrs. Ausin Smith went to
month, and any hum or
industry with 'Conditioned Air’ and drive this sensational ncu>
“All Three” cars in jize —engine
City.
Col.,
a
narrow
mountain
about
South Portland Wednesday to spend
I here has been like late August or whistIe of train or factory, or car
power—everything. But, in delivered
for winter driving «;; with the earth's a performing fool!”
Winter or summer The Courierprices—not enough difference to
Armistice Day at the home of Mr 8-000 fee* high shoots up
a
ge parIy September And—this really makes
stop and iutcn. The toll
talk
about
1
Gazette Ls always glad to have and Mrs. Arthur Smith. Mr. Smith f°“r or flv® mlles ong an on
ROCKLAND NASH CO.
“ gets me—the roses are in full bloom,. ln CantOn. according to thc mayor,
items which concern arrivals and will return Thursday night,
Mrs slde the pr soners ,ave
a r°ad aiso petunias, and other flowers,esa thousand killed and two thoudepartures of people, the social
Smlth remaining for a longer visit, j ~***ln’ no fepces op * *’ cr * c e_ pecially chrysanthemums. They are ,and wounded. strategic points and
gatherings, engagement announce
The sensation ls about likethat of
plcture and such brig,htcolors! I
QUiet residence districts, the air field
ments, Weddings, etc. Please tele
A benefit bridge was given at thc J *^*^8 a car on a tight rope, I^slwuld have had a coat on Only one day and the Sl|n Yat Sen University, the
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
home of Mrs. George Davis Tuesday imagine; but it is beautiful with its since my arrival. Yet, the natives gun Memorial Auditorium and the
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly
night ' for St. Peter’s Episcopal gorgeous waterfalls. Outside of Can think they have bad winters. We oerman Mission at an interior town,
to this office.
Church. Honors were won by Mrs yon City is a famous bridge spanning shall see.
the railway stations and helpless vilthe gorges—lovely against the setting
Audrey Teele. Miss Nettle Clark, Mrs
“We have taken drives into Can- ,ages alQng the lines public buildings
Mr. and Mrs E. P. Olover and Dr. Clara Curtis Mrs. Raymond Cross. sun. The mountains are covered with yons, to Salt Lake, the airport and and sjum areas, all have been objects
and Mrs. John Smith Lowe motored Mrs. Roy Estes. Mrs. Joseph Dondis. scrub pine aspen trees, etc., which many other points. I nearly came of attaclc
yesterday to Boston. While ln Mas Mrs. Amory Allen and Miss Flora against the red rock are simply mag on the plane that crashed. They j No interior town is allowed to feel
nificent.
think nothing of driving 3S0 miles
muph less Diaces on
sachusetts Dr. and Mrs. Lowe will Savage
Wyoming is bleak. Those plains .
n *
. _ _
.
.secure, mucn less places on the coast.
visit thelr son John Smith Lowe Jr.
_. .
ic catch a train here, I went from pPrat
ratOsas shnaix
Shoals, the
the met
meteorological
covered with sagebrush which look
The return will be made Saturday.
Rapid City, S. D., to Greeley Col., I station 20 miles or more off Hong
TENANT'S HARBOR
so romantic in the movies are rather
to catch a train and had only eight i j^ong. important as a typhoon warntiresome after the first 200 miles.
Thc birthday of Mrs. F. A. Kimball
minutes to spare.
Frank Barter recently went to the
ing outpost, was seized, the instru
was celebrated Saturday night with a Soldiers' Home in Togus for observa Now and then, though, one sees a
“Recently we went to the Bing ments wrecked, and the staff set
herder on top of a knoll astride his
surprise party given her by 21 rela tion and treatment.
ham Copper Mines and through thc adrift in a little boat. Fishing Junks
horse, scanning the plains for his
tives. Thc guests were Mrs. Kim
Mr and Mrs. Percy Elwell and fam cattle, and then the sight Is thrill State Capital. The “gold room" there have been sunk or burned. The coast
ball's mother. Mrs. Mary Collins. Mr.' ily of Unity spent the weekend with
cost $65,000. The upper hall is of is infested with Japanese war-craft.
TH1S YEAR _GET OUT OF THE “ALL THREE" CLASS!
ing and rather beautiful.
and Mrs. Raymond Harriman, daugh Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Hopkins.
Georgian marble and each panel The air-base for these raids has been
BIGGEST IN '37 —NOW BIGGER!
tireiy new principles will afnaze you I
"South Dakota—the part I saw
It’s the greatest opportunity
ter Feme. Howard and Priscilla Col
New Nashes are still bigger!
Mrs. Minnie Benson has entered through the Black Hills—Is lovely, bears some natural design, such as tWQ air.plane carriers just off below
CARS WITH "SIA-IEGS"! Giant
you’ve ever had to step up to the
lins. Mr and Mrs. Lonnie Meservey
Quickly turned into a sleeping car
butterflies, etc.
Hong
Kong
and
Macao.
Tlie
cam

room
...
luxury
...
performance
shock-absorbers
mounted
outside
Knox Hospital for treatment.
rather like Maine in places, but they
writh big double-bed!
and daughter Beverly, Mr and Mrs.
"So far I have worked about two paign of frightfulness continues. Two
the frame act like a sailor's “sea.,.
and
all
’
round
motoring
satis

Several of the church and towns do say the Bad Lands are horrible.
legged” walk ... hold you steadier
Barclay Miller and family all of Ap
hours a day, not Including traveling bombings yesterday were ln sight and
faction you’ve always wanted.
MORE TORQUE (Wli.el-0ri.lnfl Pewsr)!
on curves . . . lick the bumps
pleton; Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Har people are attending the evangelistic We drove through the Mt. Rashmoor But I'm having three schools in hearing across the river. They!
You’ll find 1938 Nash cars top the
Look at the additional extrabounces and jolts.
services
at
the
Community
Building,
road,
saw
the
President's
Cliff
with
list for tremendous torque.
riman Alton Collins of Searsmont
Cheyenne soon and a Graybar meet- seemed lust over our heads, the sec- I
VALUE the beautiful new Nash
MORE BIG "HI DE" IMPROVEMENTS:
small lakes through that section and
and Mrs. Ella Davis of Liberty. Mrs Rockland.
LaFayette gives you:
ing too; and Dec. 13-14 Chicago ond CMnjng wjth detonations that
MORE HORSEPOWER and GETAWAY!
In more precise car balance ... in
Raymond Wiley, who was run down ' the faces carved on it. There were officials are due here for a district
Lawrence Harriman and Mrs. Frank
Nash engines for 1938 increase
tbe building while the speaker
spring
size
and action . . . springMOST
SIIENT
CAR
ON
ROAD!
their pick-up speed ... as well as
Collins made the birthday cakes by an auto truck, ls able to be about j frost on the trees.—just like Christ convention, so I believe I shall be W’as giving his sermon in church.
shackles: a miracle of s-m-o-o-t-h
Sound-proofing that’s far beyond
power in all speed ranges.
going and comfort on any roadl
anything in any 1937 cars ... enwhieh were very artistic. Mr. and the house. He lost five upper front mas.
working plenty then.
We are trying to carry cn; ou»
“
Then
back
to
Idaho
we
drove,
teeth
and
two
lower
ones
as
result
of
Mrs. Raymond Harriman supplied
Tell Fred Carini he would like classes are small, but we meet for
seeing nothing but beet fields for
ice cream. Others brought attractive the accident.
them, for chapel, and for church, in
and useful gifts.
W. E. Sheerer is confined to the j miles. “Gabby" bought sugar here and little colts in every fleld. I am tbe lower floor of the strongest
I and got beet sugar-cane comes high.
house by illness.
for wrapping one of them up every buildings end sand.bags protect the
In Pocatello I saw Blackfeet Indians
Miss Margaret Albee has returned
It Is rumored that Claude Wiley is
time I see them.
basement windows. By housing the
from Bangor, where she visited Miss to open a fish market in the near with their papooses strapped in
After Nov 13 the jiddress will be | S(Udents jn sucb places for classes
in
blankets
on
their
backs.
Between
THE GREAT INDEPENDENT
Dorothy Young Miss Young has also future.
_
,279 Second Avenue. Salt Lake Ctty. and for sleep, we are able to go
Boise and Payette are the Thousand U(ah and
decided;y
relumed from Bangor.
through
the
raids
with
no
interrupForrest Wall is in Lubec on a gun Springs, where, against a high bank.
,
bEE THE THREE GREAT SERIES OF 1938 NASH CARS —NOWI
tion unless they are very' near. But
ning trip.
springs shoot out into waterfalls.
____________
Mrs Charles H. Willis of Ash Point
it is an unnatural life, and effort ls
James Davis motored to Boston last coming from no place. A river runs 1
TELEPHONE 334
1s in a Damariscotta Hospital for two
11 PARK STREET
needed
to keep things normal.
FRIENDSHIP
along underground from Montana
week, returning Saturday.
weeks' observation.
Marshal Chiang Kai Shek with
Puritan Rebekah Lodge meets to and comes out in this fashion.
Mrs. Annie Watts and Mrs JKyrtlc his fine Christian character stands
“Oregon I saw very little of. The
night,
Thursday.
All
members
are
ery is said to be responsible for 38
Mrs. Charles Crowell and young son
road was filled with beautiful pheas- Bcardman of Warren were callers as a tower of strength before his three children during the week of! Agriculture is the nations most percent of the accidents on farms,
Garland of Waldoboro have been requested to be present as <a bean bag
Sunday on Mrs. Percy Wlncapaw.
people today ;a leader to trust and my visit to Canton. Mr. MacDonald hazardous Industry, according to the
livestock for 22 percent, and falls
guests of Mrs. Crowell's parents. Mr contest will be organized.
Recent callers at R. R. Thompson's follow. He has done a marvelous is a deacon in the University Church
• • • •
National Safety Congress. Machin- I for 15 percent.
—
and Mrs. Herbert Black
were Almon Hall and family. Mrs. piece of work in unifying the coun chairman of the committee on chapel
Father and Son Banquet
—'
.........
—
Geneva Hall and Mrs. Lillian Brown try, and now Japan finds a new and religious exercises, and is proThe
men’s class of the Harbor
Miss Virginia Robinson of North
of St. Oeorge; also Mr. and Mrs. China to cope with, and a measure of ' fessor of mathematics in the great
Weymouth, Mass., is visiting Mr and Church ls to sponsor a "father and
William Dorman of Rcckland.
preparedness which she had not ex ! Lingnan University, located on a
Mrs. Herbert Black ar.d also Mr and son" banquet next Monday at 6
Mrs. Guy Bessey and Mrs. R R pected. And instead of breaking the large island in the river referred to.
o'clock. Following an excellent meal
Mrs. W. F. Robinson.
Thompson, who are ill. are gaining spirit of China the brutal atttack | The Sun Yat Sen University, for
furnished by the Ladles Sewing Cir
slowly.
has only intensified the purpose to I the students of which I held three
your
Mrs. Parker Worrey‘was hostess to cle, Oerry Wade of the Inland Fish
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Davis of resist. If ever a war seemed to have seminars on religion, is one of the
the Thimble Club for sewing and and Game Commission of Augusta
Monhegan were recent visiters at Fred the right on one side and the wrong greatest centers of Chinese national
luncheon Monday night at her home will present pictures and lecture on
Young's.
cn the other, this Is lt. It ls an ism. The steamer on which I ad
the "Wild Game Life of the State of
on Chestnut street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest J. Beckett honor to be here to encorage these dressed the Canton Rotary Club an- |
Maine."
werc callers Sunday on relatives in brave folk facing the cruelty of a chored each day, on arrival from
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
This opportunity is open to every
Nature intended that your
Ccoper's Mills and Jefferson.
| war-mad group of militarists who Hong Kong, in sight of these unlver- [
have returned from Melburn, N. J., man and boy. Fathers may take a
body • weight be balanced
Ernest Winslow of Portland was have seized one of the most efficient sities.”
where they were guests at the home son and sons are urged to get a
guest at J*. D Wincapaw's recently.
war-machines of the world . . .
along a center line thru
WHEN HE MUST GO
of Mr. St. Clair's son Frank. On the “father" to take them.
Mrs. Phoebe Burns, who has been
Are our consciences as ignorant,
spine,
hips, knees, ankles
homeward trip they also visited Mrs. i The proceeds will go toward the
ill in Portland, has returned home unenlightened and dormant as ln
IOO MILES AWAY
and The Vital Outer Arch
Grace Holmes and Barnard Adams at i finishing of a room in the church to
and is being cared for bj’ Mrs. Georgia the days of Rome?
of your foot.
Cape Cod.
I be used as a class-room for the
You need not suffer lone
Burns.
W. E. MacDonald
Farm Families Told By Ex
Baraca Men’s Class. Tickets may be
liness or worry no matter
Mrs. Georgia Winslow is seriously
• * • •
Mrs. George Blaney and daughters bought from any member of the
Health Spot Shoes protect
how often this busy world
perts What May Bs Ex
ill at her home in Owl's Head.
Dr. Bradshaw supplements the
Alice and Marguerite spent Wednes class.
your
posture by keeping
may separate you. It may
Mr. and Mrs. William Bramhall and MacDonald letter with the following
pected In '38
day in Portland.
take you few or many
Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Thompson were postscript;
your heels straight and
supper guests last Thursday- of Mr.
WALDOBORO
miles apart. But what
by supporting The Vital
“I received the above letter Mon
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre of
For the country as a whole, net
and Mrs. Leland McElwee cf Union. day morning Nov. 8. I stayed with
ever
the
distance
you
Warren were hosts Monday night to
Outer Arch of your foot.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bailey of
cash income available for farm fam
can be together almost
Mr. and Mrs. MacDonald and their
members of the Nitsumsosum Club.
Overbrook Hill, Penn.. Misses Clara
ily living and for savings may be
instantly by long distance
Top scores at bridge went to Mr. and
DEER ISLE
Gay and Dora Gay of Boston have
| lower in 1936 than in 1937, the bu
telephone.
Mrs. Frederick Richards with low to
been here, called by the death of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred Schroeder
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Mrs. Douglas Bisbee and Walter
reaus of agricultural economics and
John T. Gay.
hove closed Bay View Inn and re
Carroll.
home economics said in their annual
George Poor, is in Belfast where
turned to Boston for the winter.
outlook
report.
BIGGER
than
’
The
Big
Houio"...
his
sister
is
ill
in
a
local
hospital.
Charles
K.
Lufkin
of
Bucksport
was
Mrs. Clinton J. Stone, who has
recent guest bf his aunt Mrs. W. S.
Decline
in thc demand for farm
been the guest of her son, T. C. Stone
Miss Hazel Day was here to at
MIGHTIER than“LittleCa«»ar!"
Greene.
for two weeks, has returned to Cor tend the funeral for Charles W
products was foreseen as the cause
Mrs. Julia Spofford is spending
nish. She was accompanied home Creamer at Winslow's Mills.
for lower income from farm market
the winter ;at the '.Pleasant View
by Mr. and Mrs. Stone and daughter
Millard Turner of North Caro
ings next year, while production ex
Hotel.
Janet who spent the weekend there. lina has been calling on friends in
penses were expected to increase.
Mrs Arvilla Lufkin Is passing the
town.
The Breakfast Club met Monday I
Income from government payments
winter with her son Frank.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer and Mr
with Mrs. Perley Damon. The aft
Dr. G. G. Wheeler has closed his
432 Main st„
rockland
is expected to be somewhat greater
and Mrs. Foster Jameson attended
ernoon was devoted to needlework.
local office and returned to Boston.
'
than
in
1937.
The
net
result,
how1
the football game Saturday at Orono.
Harold Burton has been re-elected j
REMIND HIM THAT
HEALTH SPOT SHOES for Men, Women and Children
ever, will tend to give farm people
John Redman and familj’ have
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. Lizzie
Mayor of Cleveland Mayor Burton
TO
TELEPHONE
YOU
(slightly lower money incomes.
Smith Mrs. T. L. Maker. Mrs. Cora moved to Augusta.
spent isummers here over a long
Telephones have been Installed in
Smith and Mrs. Lizzie French mo
No change is anticipated in the |'
period of years.
COSTS BUT 4O$*
tored to Lewiston Tuesday for the the residences of Mrs. Jennie Ben
Arthur Haskel' has rejoined his
income from non-farm sources.'
ner. Mrs. Algoma Sprague and Alfred
day.
You can telephone near
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
FRIDAY AND
ship after a few days at home. Mrs.
Retail prices of automobiles, furni-1
Ohlckering.
or far for very little
Haskell accompanied him to Boston
BANK
NITE
SATURDAY
ture, furnishings, shoes, and fuel may
Mrs. William Ellingwood, Mrs. Her
Miss Carrie B Stahl and Miss Mary
money. Let thc long dis
for a short visit.
increase somewhat in 1938. Foods'
vey Allen. Miss Charlotte Buffum and Bane of Portland are in town for a
A NEW KIND OF ZANE GREY HERO!
tance telephone take you
Mrs. Vida Sylvester is employed in
Mrs. David McCarty of this city and few days.
and perhaps cotton and rayon cloththe home of Mrs. Robert Maguire,
to those you love. Use it
1 ing are expected to be cheaper, off -:
Mrs. Marie Singer of Thomaston
Miss Marilyn Lovell, who has been
Stonington.
to visit the sick — to keep
comprise the committee in charge of visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
I setting to some extent ihcreases in i
in touch with friends. A
the food sale to be conducted Satur Mrs. John H. Lovell, has returned to
J other prices.
telephone visit is next
WEST WALDOBORO
day by the Knox Hospital Auxiliarj-. Sanford,.
The report recommended "a well- !
best to a personal visit.
balanced
1938 program of produc- (
Lewis Schwartz. Clarence Hilt and
Mrs. Clifton Redonnett of Bristol
★ J . minute Station - to • Station
'tion of food and fuel for the fam-,
Herbert Sshwartz are on a hunting
was
guest
Tuesday
of
Mrs.
Frank
rate — 100 airline miles — after
PATRONIZE YOUR
I lly’s use. thus conserving cash for'
trip in Northern Maine.
7 P. M. evenings and all day
David.
I goods and services which the farm
Sundays.
The Susannah Wesley Society was
Clyde Winchenbach went Satur
CECILIA PARKER
cannot readily furnish.”
entertained at the latest meeting
day on a hunting trip in Northern
STANLEY FIELDS
The report also says that co-opera-;
by Mrs. Geneva Welt and Miss Ger
Save up to 50%
Maine.
P'oduced by Sol lotto*
Oirocled by Cwt
| tlve buying of consumer goods may j
trude Newbert.
A Prlatipil P'odwrno*
AFTER 7p.M. AND
■oltotod
by JO’** Century »©■
[
increase
somewhat
along
with
InMrs.
Howard
Brown
of
Augusta
has
WE
BL'Y
Who is ready to serve you
I
crease
in
co-operative
buying
of
been visiting Mrs. E. M. Whitcomb.
all day Sundays
365 days in the year
TODAY
farm production goods/
Miss Millicent Burns was recent
AND SILVER
PETER
LORRE
Farm
income
in
1937
is
estimated
NEW
ENGLAND
TELEPHONE
guest
of
her
sister
in
Portland.
'
Rnckland
Tel.
892
Silsby’s Flower Shop
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
In
at nine billion dollars, the highest
Matinee
1.
Evening
6.30
and
8.80
Miss
Gwendolyn
Scott
has
been
371 MAIN ST.L 318 'rockland
JEWELER
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30 since 1929 and more than twice the,
“THINK FAST, MR. MOTO”
gt the home of relatives in Wool370 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
lootx; -wich on a visit;
depression low of 1932,
___
—4'

A couple of week's respite from her
duties as operating room supervisor
of the Knox Hospital finds Miss Mil
dred (J. Chandler admiring the scenic
beauties of Virginia’s Skyline Drive
and the magnificence of the Natural
Bridge. “Both gorgeous” she writes.
Miss Chandler who is accompanying
Miss May Pogler to Chicago, will
make the return trip alone.

■
a
■

Regular reading of The Christian Science Monitor is
considered by many a liberal education. Its clean, unbiased
news and well-rounded editorial features, including the Weekly

stops

CARRIE FOWLER SCARED

NASH

ROCKLAND NASH COMPANY

PROTECT

POSTURE

See Lower Incomes

McLain Shoe Store

SMITH BALLEW

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST
-

OLD

A

GOLD
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Every-Other-Day

THE WATCH CAME BACK
Just a Little Incident In the Day’s Proceedings At
the Thomaston State Prison
IThs Interesting article concerning the Maine State Prison is
fr o n t* pen cf that talented and prolific staff writer of the Bangor
Daily News. O=ear A Shepard. The story is republished with that
paper - permission, and with customary generosity the News has
leaned the cuts which are used for illustration. The Courier-Gazette
returns thanks fcr both—Ed.l

As Warden John Welch of the Stratton, dentist in charge, comes I
Maine State Prison was talking to
Thursday and as much oftener
as
may
b? needed; all of his equipa Bangor News representative this
ment is here Any inmate in need
week, a guard a. preached and hand oi expert dental service can have I
ed him a watch. He looked first sur it; and. of course, it costs him 1
prised and then pleased
nothing.
There is a definite, far-seeing '
"I sent my davenport to the furniture shop for some repairs," he ex- policy in both the dental and medi- j
plained. "One of the workmen found . eal departments. This is to protect
my watch while taking out the cush- ! society by laep'r.g 'he inmates well,
ions. It had slipped back of the Healthy men are sent beyond the
upholstery."
gates when their terms end—men
He paused a moment and added: i
earn their Pve.ihoods. Not every
“The man is serving a life sentence prism ir every State is so confor murder.'! siderate.
Anyone can figure for himself just
The woodwork ‘hop.—Thirty-five
what moral can be drawn from this, men work in t ’.com at least 200
Hut one thing quickly impressed the feet long A< -veiywhere throughout
little group of new-paper visitors; i the institution mere are the big
tlie cleanliness, the efficiency, the windows ano high, white walls,
good spirit of the institution. Hope
Much To See
and decency exist in this City of For
Just at present they are working
gotten Men.
Tlie policy of Mr. Welch, who was
an order for 225 wheelbarrows,
named warden only a few weeks ago. Th?y make a11 manner of furn‘is simple bu: worth repeating. Itls.!ture' 100 Much of “ is absorbed
in effect, that the 334 prisoners-47 tn'° the
but there is.
nf them there for life—are human be store-room where retail dealers may
ings and should be so treated. They come and make direct purchases
:'iculd be neither pampered on the Also, this furniture is being shipped,
ir. increasing quantities, to stores
one hand nor abused on the other.
So far as humanly possible, there in all parts of the State. It looks
should be a sane and normal balance. as attractive as any furniture, for
“The majority." said Welch, “are there is an upholstery department
and all other necessary equipment.
rrsponsive to decent treatment and
The harness shop—In older days,
good fellowship We don't care what
the prison inmates manufactured
they have done on the outside:
, endless quantities of harnesses and
what counts with us is what they |
sleighs. They don’t make sleighs
do in here.
any more—for reason rather ob
“I have a personal talk with every
vious. But they do make harnesses,
min when he arrives. I point out
which, like the furniture, go to
to him that there are cliques in
dealers throughout the State. About
prison, just as everywhere else; and
75 men are usually found here, and
there is danger in joining an evil
they are kept busy.
clique inside our walls, just as there
Tailors—At one end of the great
would be danger in joining one out
room is a tailor shop where 40
side lt.
ether men work on clothing for the
“It is our aim to turn back to
institution. First, they make the
cociety men in physical and mental
prison uniforms, which consist of
liral 'i. capable of earning their own
‘dungarees." resembling blue over
livelihoods. Those who behave them
alls. and dark blue shirts. They
selves here, who subscribe to our
aren't striped, as are those in so
discipline and try to do what is
many prisons; in o:her words, they
right, will have no trouble. And we
are not badges of shame. In fact,
w.ll help them all we can."
they are not sufficiently distinctive
There is a great deal to see in
to attract attention outside the walls
this city of five or six acres sprawled
—save possibly ln Thomaston. Rock
insta’ its gleaming white walls. The
land. and neighboring territory.
casual visitor, in a brief inspection,
This may make it easier for such
will miss many important details,
few prisoners as escape, perhaps;
I —The front yard, a pretty place in summer, with its flower beds. 2—Warden Welch and "Lady,” who is the prison pet. 3—One of the five sentry boxes on the walls.
but he will at least get an idea of
but the humane rule of quiet, de
hew it is carried on. What first
A guard, whose rifle is loaded with buckshot, is seen at the left. 4—A cross-section of the dining hall. 5—The tailor shop, where all the prison uniforms are made.
cent clothing has been followed here
will impress him. perhaps, is its
[ for years—through all administra
6—Showing the elaborate machinery of the plate shop, where all Maine’s automobile plates are made and colored. 7—Sleighs belong to things of the past; but har
ordered cleanliness—the high, white
tions.
ness are still manufactured here in large quantities.—By News Staff Photographer.
washed walls; the sunlight that
In this shop, also, are made uni- 1
streams through big windows into
| forms for the guards and for in
the heart of every workshop. No
cells of certain corridors wasn't far .bcwl big enough for hundreds of tal. and was trying to get over the
though the American farmer “knows
mates who need clothing when they
wall. She didn't spring upon him.
premium is put on light and air.
from a sentence of death. And if men to gather.
how to produce better than any other
are discharged. A professional tail
Like those on the outside, prison as many dogs would have done. In
A few brief observations on this
that seems an exaggeration, oldfarmer in the world."
or. from outside the prison, has su
stead. she backed him into a corner,
hurried visit;
timers will tell you differently. Dark inmates have their weekends.
The National Master pays tribute
pervision.
"What's the good of that?" some wound herself around his legs until
horrors were traced to the lack of
to the Commodity Loan Corporation
What They Eat
Plate shop—Maine, as generally
ing out the dangers of large unit
'Continued from Page One)
sanitation, of ventilation—of all the body may ask. “They aren't going he couldn't move, and barked until
and urges the strengthening of that
Tlie mess hall—Why not put this known, now manufactures all its
farming, this well-known agricultural
anywhere.
”
the
guards
came.
things that make decent living
service, adding. “We must recognize
refrain
from
buying,
is
the
final
club
first? Every institution, like Napo own automobile plates—of every
leader continues:—
But in a sense, they do go some- ' On ordinary occasions. Lady is a
possible. It wasn't the fault of in
that there is no single track route to
against monopoly or extortion. On
leon's army, travels on its stomach. kind. Twenty-seven men are em
Those
who
believe
that
the
mecha

dividual wardens; it was the way the where At least they have a sharp friendly dog; but her inherent sus->
farm stability and prosperity. Other
Here are seats for 300. and it is ployed here. They make and color
nized. standardized, corporate farm
change In their routine. They quit picion—or shall we say caution?— this point Mr. Taber significantly
prison was built
problems like transportation, credit,
cleaner than many an ordinary res more than 240.000 pairs of plate a
can
increase the efficiency and pro
says:
—
■ • • *
work Saturday noon; and until 5 showed itself when the News pho-,
our banking structure, our monetary
taurant. Every inmate has his place, year. They make. also, all of the
All that has been changed
It o'clock they can stroll around the tographer tried to take her picture. | Prosperity comes as consumers in duce the nation's food supply more system, our labor and business legis
and the absence of one would be im State's road signs, stop signs, and1 may surprise many to learn that
cheaply than the small independent
recreation ground or rest ln thelr She didn't like the black box at crease. Every step through increased
lation. all affect farm recovery."
mediately noticed.
route markers. The financial sav each prisoner has his own cell—a
family units of production are in
cells All day Sunday is their cwn, all. and she positively refused to, farm income, increased wages, better
Urging a thorough reorganization
There are 18 cooks bakers and ing of this to the State treasury has cell five by 12 feet, with running
error. Every possible step should be
too. In winter and rainy weather pose. Which, of course, was a lady's business conditions and greater effi
of government departments in the
waiters, all in blue shirts and white been discussed and explained many, water and modern plumbing He is
taken
to
make
it
more
difficult
for
ciency, adds to the number of con
they have a large hall, where they privilege.
interest of a balanced budget and
trousers.
Fresh vegetables come times.
corporation, chain farming or indl- •
locked in at flve every afternoon, can play checkers, dominoes—even
They come from many localities sumers and to national prosperity
deduction of the taxation load, Mr.
from the prison's own farm, and
Religion and amusement.—One and lights are out at nine. That
viduals
of
great
wealth
to
aquire
poker, although no money is passed. and conditions of society, these men and welfare.
Taber will find an immediate and
the meat is largely bought in Rock big room, which alternately is a! gives him four hours to himself, for
All will appreciate the generous real estate holdings for farm opera- ■ well-nigh universal response to this
Monday morning, bright and early, in Maine's own “Big House." Their
land markets. Most of the food is chapel and a movie theatre, means j there is no social visiting between
lion.
werk begins again—which is pretty average age is 23 Truly, as crim-’ Grange view which Mr. Taber ex
warning paragraph in his address:—
put on the table ln big platters, a great deal to the contentment cells. Those 300 books in the prison
Soil Conservation
much the way of life beyond the inologists have so often pointed out. presses. and which has been charac
We must avoid the great danger of
and there Is no limit to how much and spiritual welfare of the pris- ‘ library—to which contributions will
walls.
this is youth’s era in the world of teristic of the 79 years attitude of
Mr. Taber is strong in his endorse having too many inspectors, advisers
a man may have. If anyone goes oners.
this great farm fraternity, when he
be welcome—mean a great deal at
These walls are 30 feet high. On crime.
ment of the Soil Conservation pro- j and committee men in the admin
hungry it is entirely his own fault;
On Sundays it is a chapel with this period of day.
Maine has no large cities, and thus sums up under “Recovery's
their broad top are five sentry
gram of recent times, and points out, istration of our farm legislation. We
but bashfulness isn’t a character services both morning and night.
The farm—The prison farm is boxes, ln each of which is a guard therefore few are of the underworld Qreat Quadrangle:"
must prevent bureaucracy from eat
There is no resident chaplain now; well worth a story In Itself—a story —his automatic gun loaded with
istic.
type found in the prisons of other I It is time to forget passion and the steady increase of the net farm ing into the farmer's profits and con
Here are menus of two days—typi but both Catholic and Protestant that may soon be written. It has 500
buckshot. They change posts every States. The majority are first of prejudice, misunderstanding and con income of the nation from $6,681,000,- trolling the program enacted. Such
cal and selected at random:
pastors, from the world outside, con acres, and in summer 30 inmates— hour.
fenders—in the sense that they have flict, and to realize that the new 000 in 1934 to $9,050,000,000 in 1936. legislation should be of. for. and by
Sunday, Oct. 17—Breakfast: Com duct the services—which are as im the trusties of trusties—work there.
On night duty within the walls, never been in prison before. But freedom in America is dependent and a $10,000,000,000 estimate for! the producer-farmers and admin
cakes and milk, baked beans, bread pressive as those in many churches. It has 75 head of cattle. 100 horses,
are six guards and a captain. On most of them have served time in not on the destruction of any one this year. Comparing month by j istered in their interests. If Con
and butter, coffee. Lunch at noon:
and 2000 hens. Here is raised the day duty are 28 guards, a captain either the Men's Reformatory at , of the sides of this quadrangle, but month prices paid to farmers during [ gress and the Administration will
Even the Movies
Baked beans, bread and butter, cof
produce served in the prison dining and a deputy. They are chosen by South Windham or the State School on the strenghtening of all four. the last 24 months of the AAA and [ correct the errors in the Farm Board
On certain week-days it is a
fee. Dinner: Roast pork and gravy,
Only when this quadrangle rests on the first 22 months under the Soil j and AAA legislation, and give to the
hall, with enough left for shipment the warden, subject to the approval for Boys at South Portland.
potatoes, mashed squash, bread, but movie theatre, giving the tuen some elsewhere—in part to other State
of Commissioner Leadbetter of the
"They graduate from those lnsti-, the sound foundation of the Ameri Conservation Act, Mr. Taber reaches j open country the framework of a
thing they can look forward to.
ter and coffee.
institutions. There is a plant for Department of Health and Welfare tutions to us,"' said one of the offi-; can system of fair play, of give and this conclusion;—
real agricultural charter of liberty,
Tuesday,
Oct.
19—Breakfast: Each show runs two hours and in canning greens, carrots, and beets.
These figures not only prove the
take, will recovery be assured. A
—which, in turn, must be acqui cials, dryly.
they will have taken one of the his
full-length
''feature."
Bran flakes and milk. French toast, cludes a
new birth in economic freedom will amount of dollars going to the far toric steps of this generation.
Even a magazine—Finally, there esced in by the governor and coun
Prison
pictures
are
taboo,
although
Place
of
Regeneration
syrup and butter, coffee. Dinner:
result when each of these four great mers Increased, but the average
even is a monthly magazine, which cil. All told there are 50 on the
Tariff Justice
Warden John Welch, a recent ap-' groups thinks of the others as well monthly price has been higher under
Roast beef and gravy, mashed tur —if one stops to think of it—the is at once an emotional outlet and
prison payroll; and there would be
nip. bread and butter, tea. Supper: contrast between the actualities source of varied interest. It is print
conservation
than
under
adjustment.
pointee
was
for
three
terms
sheriff
as
of
itself.
Reiterating the age-old slogan of
more, of course, were not the trusties
Meat hash, prunes, bread and butter around them, and the highly col ed on a hand press by Walter
of Aroostook county. Some people' If there is any one group that This would indicate that it is the part the Grange. "Tariff for all. or tariff
trained for important tasks.
ored dramatics of the movie mak Leavitt, who is also its editor. He
tea.
must organize to preserve its inde of wisdom in any new program to
are instinctively likeable; he is one?
for none." Mr. Taber reminds the
The Story of "Lady"
And so on through the week. Not ers might be quite illuminating. For has a corps of "staff correspond
pendence, lt ls the farmer. There build around the present Soil Con
His idea is that the prison should is no more need of a national Farm servation Act, rather than a revival nation that the tariff issue has lost
all the meals are as elaborate; but in real life, prison routine is ents.”
Human interest stories?
be a place of regeneration, not er-Labor political movement than of the old Agricultural Adjustment most of its political significance as
even the least of them might fur pretty much the same—whereas in
Those who have seen copies of
Probably a great many, underlying
we see Southern vegetable growers.
nish an illuminating comparison the movies something sensational this magazine are surprised at the
merely of blind punishment, that it j there is of a Farmer-Businessman program.
Western fruit farmers and Eastern
witih the popular conception of prison always happens. Comedies are pre real literary merit of its contents I the drab routine.
should give back to society better j or a Farmer-Consumer movement.
The New Farm Program
Take, for example the case of
dairymen
battling side by side for the
fare. A majority at the tables get ferred and usually predominate.
In
every
nation
in
the
world
where
It runs largely to philosophical es
men than were taken from It.
Commending President Roosevelt same type of protection: with steel
Lady—a bright-eyed collie, whose
A third important influence—and.
better food, better prepared, than
says, mingled with paragraphs of
And, although obviously the re- i the farmer has finally rested his for calling Congress in special session
interests in Birmingham and Pitts
they would have in thelr own homes. like the movie shows, a broad ave Interest about life in the prison— boudoir is the prison hospital. Lady porter didn't ask them, he is quitei case on political Issues in the hope
The hospital—Light, airy, hieh nue of escape from the realities—is the passing show. It's a modest was given to one of the inmates; sure the 334 inmates feel that War of attaining greater security, he has to enact farm legislation. Mr. Taber burg, and cotton manufacturees both
white walls, and individual cot beds, the prison library. There are 300 venture; but the thought that flows but she is not a one-man dog. On den Welch will give them a square indeed “lost both his security and his points out that whatever is done will North and South, asking for the same
affect 6.500.000 farm homes and 30.- kind of tariff justice," says Mr. Taber.
There are. too. a dispensary and op books and a considerable number of into its column, and the good it the contrary, she is the friend of
liberity.”
000.000 people in the open country, “Either he must ask for a gradual an
all in the prison, so long as they deal.
erating room. The resident physician magazines. Any inmate may take does, may not be dismissed lightly.
The
Family-Sized
Farm
and
“will touch the wellbeing of nual lowering of all tariff walls and
behave;
and
she
seems
to
have
an
to
his
cell
as
many
as
he
likes.
ls Dr. F G. Campbell; and every
DON'T GET UP NIGHTS
Have “Weekends”
every man, woman and child in the restrictive legislation, or else we must
uncanny faculty—an intution per
On
no
other
point
does
Mr.
Taber
Most of the books were donated.
form of treatment is possible—from
THIS 25c TEST FREE If lt fails. Use
There are two great yards, a long haps given all good dogs—of know Juniper oil. buchu leaves, etc., made put more stress than on the supreme nation." He then asserts that re-1 assure the farmer of equivalent as
a nosebleed to a major operation. “Could there be a better place to
Into green tablets. Flush the kidneys importance of maintaining in Ameri search in cooperative marketing and
sistance."
Each inmate, on arrival, is given a send them?” asked one of the news row of red brick buildings dividing ing when they don't. The men as you would the bowels with castor oil
Help nature drive out waste and ex ca the family-sized farm, as opposed in shortening the route between the j fA continuation of comment upon
ph. ical examination before being paper visitors. “That would be doing them. The front yard, bright with make a great pet of her.
cess acid which can cause the Irritation
flower beds, is a pretty spot in ' One dark night, in the yard. Lady that wakes you up. causes scanty flow, to the present tendency toward chain farmer and the consumer is essential, Master Taber's address will appear
fA.-.-.'. ’.ed the companionship of a good deed in earnest."
burning or backache Juat say Bukets farming, corporation farming and as the great problems of marketing ln Saturday's Issue of this paper.
spring
and summer. The other is came across a convict who had to
The
cells.
—
There
was
a
time,
iptar/t
any druggist Locally at C. H Moor & I
largely
unsolved.
even [ —Ed.l
great holdings in real estate. Point- remain
7" >
:aboratory._Dr. R. L. years ago, when confinement in the the recreation ground—a sort of managed to escape from the hospi Co., Chas W. Sheldon. Druggist
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